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 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-8200

Compatible

RoHS Directive

[Top menu screen] [Two divided screen]

Supports logic analyzer analysis and analog waveform analysis up to 100M 
sampling per second.(*1)

[Example of Analog Waveform Analysis][Example of Logic Analyzer Analysis]

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-3500

Large-sized Color TFT LCD for Efficient Analysis
The large-sized color LCD is an easy-to-understand display showing a flow of 
communication protocol and data transmitted or received, thus greatly improving 
the efficiency of measurement data analysis.

Expands Measurement Targets With Interface Expansion Kits
RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 can be measured 
without any options. 
The FlexRay (next-generation high-speed 
in-vehicle network) and other protocols can 
be measured by adding expansion kits. 
>> Details on P8-P9

Long Time Record Enables to Find Data Troubles
Incorporates a 100-MB capture memory that is ideal for the analysis of hi-speed, 
large-volume communications. The use of the CF card enables the continuous 
recording of communications data for as long as several days. 
>>Details on P7

Measures at Low to Mega Speeds
Using high-precision DPLL technology for open baud rate support, transmission 
and reception speeds can be separately set to 4 effective digits for measurement 
tests.

Supports Logic Analyzer / Analog Waveform Analysis

Speed 
 Full duplex 2.150Mbps

 Half duplex 4.000Mbps (*2)

Memory 100Mbyte

Display 5.7 inch color LCD

Battery powered 4 hours

Size 240(W)x190(D)x48(H)mm

Weight approx. 1.1kg

Manual mode sends data registered in 
transmission table, which corresponds 
to the control key. In the Program 
mode, creating a purpose-specific 
command programs can test the 
communications. There are 6 types of 
simulation modes in total.

Auto Save function continuously saves communication logs into a CF card. For 
example, it can save data at 19.2Kbps for about 20days. It is useful for identifying 
rare communication failures of unknown cause. 
>> Details on P7

A Dsub 9-pin conversion cable and a variety of 
dedicated cables, such as X.20/21, RS-449, and 
V.35 cable, are available. Protocols of differing 
hardware specifications are supported by simply 
changing the measurement boards. 
>>Details on P10

Supports multi protocols which are used in RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 interfaces at 
user-specified speed for measurement test.

Supports Communication Protocols at 50bps to 2.048Mbps.

Expands Interfaces by Various Options

Records Data Logs for Long Hours by Auto Save Function

Statistical Analysis on a Time Zone Basis

Simulation Function for Transmission/Reception Test 

[Graph of statistically analyzed data]

[Example of Program mode]

Measures the volume of communications 
and the number of occurrence times 
of specified communication status for 
a specified period ranging (1 ~ 240 
minutes) with the results graphically 
displayed. It is possible to graph 
communications traffic and the 
number of errors on a time zone basis. 

[Example of X.25 protocol translation][Protocol setup display]

Cables and terminal adapters in a wide 
variety are available to meet the shapes of 
the connectors of measurement targets.

Expansion Kits Support:

Max speed:
4Mbps Test pattern: 14

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
32GB

Time stamp: 
min.1µs Data retrieval

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

*1: Need to have OP-SB85L for high-speed analog waveform

*2: Optional firmware enables to measure in higher speed >> Details on P8

*1: Optional firmware enables to measure in higher speed >> Details on P10

A5 size

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Top-level model of battery powered portable communication 
analyzer with wide color display and Japanese & English 
guide message.    

Perfect model of battery powered portable communication 
analyzer with statistical analysis function and program 
simulation function.

Auto save:
Max stop

Expansion
Board: 7

Trigger: 8 Timers: 4 Counters: 4 Logic Analysis: 
max. 100MHz

High-speed analog 
waveform (*1)

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysis Two divided screenAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB high-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

Speed 
 Full duplex 1.544Mbps

 Half duplex 2.048Mbps (*1)

Memory 6.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W)x154(D)x38(H)mm

Weight approx. 790kg

Max speed:
2.048Mbps Test pattern: 11

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
16GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 4

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

High-speed analog 
waveform

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysis Two divided screenAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

TTL I2C Current loop

 CC-link CAN  LIN

TTL I2C Current loop

 CC-link CAN  LIN

IrDAIrDASPISPI

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Differing communications standards are 
supported by simply exchanging the 
measurement board.

Modbus Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Expansion Kits Support:

TTL I2C Current loopTTL I2C Current loopIrDAIrDASPISPI

LAN USBLAN USB
 CC-link CAN  LIN FlexRay CC-link CAN  LIN FlexRay

Minor change
Add LED back-light
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 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-8200

Compatible

RoHS Directive

[Top menu screen] [Two divided screen]

Supports logic analyzer analysis and analog waveform analysis up to 100M 
sampling per second.(*1)

[Example of Analog Waveform Analysis][Example of Logic Analyzer Analysis]

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-3500

Large-sized Color TFT LCD for Efficient Analysis
The large-sized color LCD is an easy-to-understand display showing a flow of 
communication protocol and data transmitted or received, thus greatly improving 
the efficiency of measurement data analysis.

Expands Measurement Targets With Interface Expansion Kits
RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 can be measured 
without any options. 
The FlexRay (next-generation high-speed 
in-vehicle network) and other protocols can 
be measured by adding expansion kits. 
>> Details on P8-P9

Long Time Record Enables to Find Data Troubles
Incorporates a 100-MB capture memory that is ideal for the analysis of hi-speed, 
large-volume communications. The use of the CF card enables the continuous 
recording of communications data for as long as several days. 
>>Details on P7

Measures at Low to Mega Speeds
Using high-precision DPLL technology for open baud rate support, transmission 
and reception speeds can be separately set to 4 effective digits for measurement 
tests.

Supports Logic Analyzer / Analog Waveform Analysis

Speed 
 Full duplex 2.150Mbps

 Half duplex 4.000Mbps (*2)

Memory 100Mbyte

Display 5.7 inch color LCD

Battery powered 4 hours

Size 240(W)x190(D)x48(H)mm

Weight approx. 1.1kg

Manual mode sends data registered in 
transmission table, which corresponds 
to the control key. In the Program 
mode, creating a purpose-specific 
command programs can test the 
communications. There are 6 types of 
simulation modes in total.

Auto Save function continuously saves communication logs into a CF card. For 
example, it can save data at 19.2Kbps for about 20days. It is useful for identifying 
rare communication failures of unknown cause. 
>> Details on P7

A Dsub 9-pin conversion cable and a variety of 
dedicated cables, such as X.20/21, RS-449, and 
V.35 cable, are available. Protocols of differing 
hardware specifications are supported by simply 
changing the measurement boards. 
>>Details on P10

Supports multi protocols which are used in RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 interfaces at 
user-specified speed for measurement test.

Supports Communication Protocols at 50bps to 2.048Mbps.

Expands Interfaces by Various Options

Records Data Logs for Long Hours by Auto Save Function

Statistical Analysis on a Time Zone Basis

Simulation Function for Transmission/Reception Test 

[Graph of statistically analyzed data]

[Example of Program mode]

Measures the volume of communications 
and the number of occurrence times 
of specified communication status for 
a specified period ranging (1 ~ 240 
minutes) with the results graphically 
displayed. It is possible to graph 
communications traffic and the 
number of errors on a time zone basis. 

[Example of X.25 protocol translation][Protocol setup display]

Cables and terminal adapters in a wide 
variety are available to meet the shapes of 
the connectors of measurement targets.

Expansion Kits Support:

Max speed:
4Mbps Test pattern: 14

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
32GB

Time stamp: 
min.1µs Data retrieval

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

*1: Need to have OP-SB85L for high-speed analog waveform

*2: Optional firmware enables to measure in higher speed >> Details on P8

*1: Optional firmware enables to measure in higher speed >> Details on P10

A5 size

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Top-level model of battery powered portable communication 
analyzer with wide color display and Japanese & English 
guide message.    

Perfect model of battery powered portable communication 
analyzer with statistical analysis function and program 
simulation function.

Auto save:
Max stop

Expansion
Board: 7

Trigger: 8 Timers: 4 Counters: 4 Logic Analysis: 
max. 100MHz

High-speed analog 
waveform (*1)

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysis Two divided screenAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB high-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

Speed 
 Full duplex 1.544Mbps

 Half duplex 2.048Mbps (*1)

Memory 6.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W)x154(D)x38(H)mm

Weight approx. 790kg

Max speed:
2.048Mbps Test pattern: 11

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
16GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 4

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

High-speed analog 
waveform

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysis Two divided screenAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

TTL I2C Current loop

 CC-link CAN  LIN

TTL I2C Current loop

 CC-link CAN  LIN

IrDAIrDASPISPI

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Differing communications standards are 
supported by simply exchanging the 
measurement board.

Modbus Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Upgraded!
Support Modbus

Expansion Kits Support:

TTL I2C Current loopTTL I2C Current loopIrDAIrDASPISPI

LAN USBLAN USB
 CC-link CAN  LIN FlexRay CC-link CAN  LIN FlexRay

Minor change
Add LED back-light
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PC-connectable Protocol Analyzer 

LE-200PS

Eases to measure Async communication.

 PC-connectable Protocol Analyzer

LE-150PS

O
p

tio
n

An adapter to extract the RS-422/485 signals on the 
DSUB 25pin connector to the terminal block.
*Sync clock signal measured by LE-200PS cannot be captured.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-150P/ LE-150L

LE-5TB
Terminal Block Adapter

8G byte SDHC card.
*Operation has been confirmed on LINEEYE’s analyzers.

SD-8GX　
8G Byte SDHC Card

A probe pod for monitoring TTL-level communication 
lines at 2.5V/3.3V/5V.
*Cannot be used for simulation function.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-150P/ LE-150L

OP-5M
TTL Monitor Probe Pod

Input: AC100-240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center     , 2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

3A-183WP09
Wide Input AC Adapter

To mount the analyzers on the 35mm DIN rail.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-270A

LE-DIN13　
DIN Rail Mounting Plate for LE-series

Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) – Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to the 
LE-200PS/LE-150PS.

SIH-2PG
Power Plug Cable

Logger Mode (PC less)

Remote Mode (PC connected)

Accessories: DSUB 25pin monitor cable, Mini USB cable, external signal I/O cable, 8GB SDHC 
card, PC software CD.

Accessories: DSUB 25pin monitor cable, Mini USB cable, external signal I/O cable, 8GB SDHC 
card, PC software CD.

DB25 Terminal
１８ TxD＋

１１ RxD−
７ GND

１９ TxD−
１０ RxD＋

【TTL signal connection (OP-5M) 】 

●Trigger functions measures four 
events simultaneously.

●Time stamp at minimum of 10ms.
●Failure prevention circuit 

protects the SD cards.
●Monitors TTL signals with 

optional kits.

●Supports RS422/485 as Standard 
Feature

●Real-time monitoring of BSC/HDLC 
on the PC.

●Manual simulation function with 
simple operation.

●Logger mode specifies 
measurement schedule.

【 RS-485 connection (LE-5TB) 】 

 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-2500
RS-232C

Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

●Trigger Feature for Catching User-specified Events/ Errors  >> Details on P7

●PC Link Software for Remote Control from PC  >>Details on P11

●Use Measured Data on the PC
The text conversion software and library to use the measured data on the third application 
software are available from LINEEYE webpage.

 Compact Protocol Analyzer

LE-1500
RS-232C

Async PPP

RS-422 RS-485

●Multi Protocols and Multi Interfaces
Protocols of differing hardware specifications are supported by simply changing the 
measurement boards.  >> Details on P10

Basic functions for Async communications are 
equipped on this model.
Support not only RS-232C but also RS-485 of 
multi-drop type.

●Measure TTL communication by exchanging the 
measurement board.

●Logic Analyzer and Signal Voltage Measurement  >>Details on P7

●Compact A5 Size with 
Excellent Functions
It is a lightweight unit that can be battery driven, 
and inevitable to on-site tests as well as 
analyzing of communications line trouble.

Expansion Kits Support: >> Details on P10

Minor change
Add LED back-light

Speed  50bps～1,000Mbps

Memory 2.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W) x 154(D) x 38(H)mm

Weight approx. 760kg

Compact A5 size, high performance with low 
costs model, which supports multi protocols.

Max speed:
1.000Mbps Test pattern: 11

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
8GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 4

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysisAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

High-speed 
analog waveform

Two divided screen

Expansion Kits Support:

TTL I2C Current loop CAN  LINTTL I2C Current loop CAN  LINIrDAIrDA

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Max speed:
500Kbps Test pattern: 11

Async Protocol
CF card: 
8GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 2

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysisAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

High-speed 
analog waveform

Two divided screen

Designed for Async communication equipped 
with sufficient measuring functions without a PC.

Speed  50bps～500Kbps

Memory 2.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, no LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W) x 154(D) x 38(H)mm

Weight approx. 760kg

［Measure RS-485 (using LE-530TB］

【Example of Time stamp / Idle time display】

TTLTTL Current loopCurrent loop

●Support RS422/485 as Standard 
Feature

Compatible

RoHS Directive

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

Multi-protocols supported. Enables to 
measure with or without a PC.

RS-232C
Async PPP

RS-422 RS-485

Speed 50bps ～ 1Mbps

Logger Memory 2-8GB of SD/SDHC card

Environment Windows® XP/Vista®/7/8

Power supply USB bus power, external DC power

Size 86(W) x 130(D) x 30(H) mm

Weight Approx. 220g

Speed 50bps ～ 500Kbps

Logger Memory 2-8GB of SD/SDHC card

Environment Windows® XP/Vista®/7/8

Power supply USB bus power, external DC power

Size 86(W) x 130(D) x 30(H) mm

Weight Approx. 220g

Compatible

RoHS Directive

PC Developing Device

Analysis PC

Connect to PC 
via USB Record in the HDD of PC

RD
SD

Record in the SD card

PLC Robot

RD
SD

POLLING
mode
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PC-connectable Protocol Analyzer 

LE-200PS

Eases to measure Async communication.

 PC-connectable Protocol Analyzer

LE-150PS

O
p

tio
n

An adapter to extract the RS-422/485 signals on the 
DSUB 25pin connector to the terminal block.
*Sync clock signal measured by LE-200PS cannot be captured.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-150P/ LE-150L

LE-5TB
Terminal Block Adapter

8G byte SDHC card.
*Operation has been confirmed on LINEEYE’s analyzers.

SD-8GX　
8G Byte SDHC Card

A probe pod for monitoring TTL-level communication 
lines at 2.5V/3.3V/5V.
*Cannot be used for simulation function.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-150P/ LE-150L

OP-5M
TTL Monitor Probe Pod

Input: AC100-240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center     , 2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

3A-183WP09
Wide Input AC Adapter

To mount the analyzers on the 35mm DIN rail.
Applicable model: LE-200PS/ LE-150PS/ LE-270A

LE-DIN13　
DIN Rail Mounting Plate for LE-series

Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) – Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to the 
LE-200PS/LE-150PS.

SIH-2PG
Power Plug Cable

Logger Mode (PC less)

Remote Mode (PC connected)

Accessories: DSUB 25pin monitor cable, Mini USB cable, external signal I/O cable, 8GB SDHC 
card, PC software CD.

Accessories: DSUB 25pin monitor cable, Mini USB cable, external signal I/O cable, 8GB SDHC 
card, PC software CD.

DB25 Terminal
１８ TxD＋

１１ RxD−
７ GND

１９ TxD−
１０ RxD＋

【TTL signal connection (OP-5M) 】 

●Trigger functions measures four 
events simultaneously.

●Time stamp at minimum of 10ms.
●Failure prevention circuit 

protects the SD cards.
●Monitors TTL signals with 

optional kits.

●Supports RS422/485 as Standard 
Feature

●Real-time monitoring of BSC/HDLC 
on the PC.

●Manual simulation function with 
simple operation.

●Logger mode specifies 
measurement schedule.

【 RS-485 connection (LE-5TB) 】 

 Multi Protocol Analyzer

LE-2500
RS-232C

Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

●Trigger Feature for Catching User-specified Events/ Errors  >> Details on P7

●PC Link Software for Remote Control from PC  >>Details on P11

●Use Measured Data on the PC
The text conversion software and library to use the measured data on the third application 
software are available from LINEEYE webpage.

 Compact Protocol Analyzer

LE-1500
RS-232C

Async PPP

RS-422 RS-485

●Multi Protocols and Multi Interfaces
Protocols of differing hardware specifications are supported by simply changing the 
measurement boards.  >> Details on P10

Basic functions for Async communications are 
equipped on this model.
Support not only RS-232C but also RS-485 of 
multi-drop type.

●Measure TTL communication by exchanging the 
measurement board.

●Logic Analyzer and Signal Voltage Measurement  >>Details on P7

●Compact A5 Size with 
Excellent Functions
It is a lightweight unit that can be battery driven, 
and inevitable to on-site tests as well as 
analyzing of communications line trouble.

Expansion Kits Support: >> Details on P10

Minor change
Add LED back-light

Speed  50bps～1,000Mbps

Memory 2.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W) x 154(D) x 38(H)mm

Weight approx. 760kg

Compact A5 size, high performance with low 
costs model, which supports multi protocols.

Max speed:
1.000Mbps Test pattern: 11

Multi Protocol
CF card: 
8GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 4

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysisAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

POLLING
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

High-speed 
analog waveform

Two divided screen

Expansion Kits Support:

TTL I2C Current loop CAN  LINTTL I2C Current loop CAN  LINIrDAIrDA

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Max speed:
500Kbps Test pattern: 11

Async Protocol
CF card: 
8GB

Time stamp: 
min.10ms Data retrieval

Data Analysis

Simulation

Bit Error Rate Test External Input/Output

Auto save
Expansion
Board: 2

Trigger: 4 Timers: 2 Counters: 2 Logic Analysis: 
max. 20MHz

Auto Run/Stop Delay time measure Signal voltage 
measure Statistical analysisAuto-config 

(monitor)

MANUAL
mode

FLOW
mode

ECHO
mode

BUFFER
mode

PROGRAM
mode

PC link:
USB full-speed

Print out: 
AUX/file

File: 
PC compatible

High-speed 
analog waveform

Two divided screen

Designed for Async communication equipped 
with sufficient measuring functions without a PC.

Speed  50bps～500Kbps

Memory 2.4Mbyte

Display Monochrome, no LCD backlight

Battery powered 8 hours

Size 210(W) x 154(D) x 38(H)mm

Weight approx. 760kg

［Measure RS-485 (using LE-530TB］

【Example of Time stamp / Idle time display】

TTLTTL Current loopCurrent loop

●Support RS422/485 as Standard 
Feature

Compatible

RoHS Directive

RS-232C
Async Sync

X.25 PPP

BSC SDLC HDLC

RS-422 RS-485

Multi-protocols supported. Enables to 
measure with or without a PC.

RS-232C
Async PPP

RS-422 RS-485

Speed 50bps ～ 1Mbps

Logger Memory 2-8GB of SD/SDHC card

Environment Windows® XP/Vista®/7/8

Power supply USB bus power, external DC power

Size 86(W) x 130(D) x 30(H) mm

Weight Approx. 220g

Speed 50bps ～ 500Kbps

Logger Memory 2-8GB of SD/SDHC card

Environment Windows® XP/Vista®/7/8

Power supply USB bus power, external DC power

Size 86(W) x 130(D) x 30(H) mm

Weight Approx. 220g

Compatible

RoHS Directive

PC Developing Device

Analysis PC

Connect to PC 
via USB Record in the HDD of PC

RD
SD

Record in the SD card

PLC Robot

RD
SD

POLLING
mode
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Communications 
network

Loop-back 
point

Test 
pattern

Test 
pattern

Test 
pattern

[Contents of BERT measurement]

[Example connection for BERT]

Available measurement in seconds

Effective bits received

Error bit count

Bit error rate

SYNC loss count

Effective blocks received

 Block error count

Block error rate

Error second

Normal operation rate

0 9999999(sec)

0 9999999 9.99E9

0 9999999 9.99E9

0.00E-0 9.99E-9

0 9999

0 9999999 9.99E9

0 9999999 9.99E9

0.00E-0 9.99E-9

0 9999999(sec)

0.000 100.000(%)

Test data

[Example of connection for simulation]

[Example of configuration of LE-8200 PROGRAM mode]

Target Line Speed (bps)

9600

115.2K

1M

* Calculated for full-duplex transmission of 1,000 byte data 
frames per m-sec. Both transmission and reception data 
consume 4 byte of memory with each capture. 

Main memory Only

Approx. 22min.

Approx. 110sec

Approx. 14sec

When Using CF-16GX

Approx. 960hrs.

Approx. 80hrs.

Approx. 10hrs.

Continuous Recording Time Reference (LE-3500)

Savail

Receive bit

Error bit 

Bit error rate 

Sync loss

Receive block 

Error block 

Block error rate

Error second 

%E.F.S 

Savail

R-bit

E-bit 

Bit -ER 

LOSS

R-Blk

E-Blk

Blk-ER

E-Sec 

%E.F.S 

LE-8200 Other models Meaning Range

Features of Multi Protocol Analyzers (LE series)

Full of Convenient Functions for Efficient Measurement

Long Hour Recording Function (Auto Save)

Auto Save function saves communications data and records it as measurement 
log of a user-specified size into a CF card. Measurement log files will be 
recorded using ring recording as long as the card has space. It is useful for 
identifying rare communication failures of unknown cause.

Logic Analyzer Function

Logic Analyzer function measures 
communication line timing at a time 
resolution of nano second. It is useful 
for finding the hardware problems and 
education purpose such as studying 
communications protocols.

Signal Voltage Measurement Function

Idle Time and Time Stamp

LINEEYE Protocol analyzers record not only communications data but also the 
time stamp of transmission/reception as well as non-communication time 
between frames (idle time).

Error, data string, matched timer/counter, idle time more than specified duration, logic 
status of signal line/extarnal trigger input

Activates buzzer, stops measuring, saves monitor data on a CF card, controls timer/counter, 
validates trigger conditions,  sends specified data, sends pulse to external trigger.

Trigger 
conditions

Trigger 
actions

Idle time

Time stamp

High-precision Time stamp *

*LE-8200 only

Off (no record), 100ms, 10ms, 1ms selectable

Off (no record), Day/Hr/Min, Hr/Min/Sec, Min/Sec/10ms selectable

Off (no record), 100μs, 10μs, 1μs selectable

Trigger Feature for Catching User-specified Events

The trigger allows you to specify a communication event and have measurement 
operation executed when that condition is satisfied. It is possible to analyze 
complicated operations based on sequential triggers.

Monitor Condition Auto Setting

Auto RUN/STOP Function

By setting time and a date of measurement 
start and end, measurement can be done 
automatically during the specified time.

Data Retrieval Function for Large Volumes of Data

A powerful retrieval function, which finds 
a specific data in the memory card 
allows you to locate specific data and 
perform counting.

PC-compatible File Management Specification

Test conditions and results can be saved on a CF card in the files management 
format compatible with your PC. The files can be interchangeably used between 
models.

* The LE-8200, LE-3500, LE-2500, LE-1500, LE-7200, LE-3200, LE-2200, and 
LE-1200 are compatible in measurement data file. Part of files or data saved 
in higher models, however, may not be available to lower models or 
conventional models. 

Printout Function Supporting Text Data Record

Printout data of text format can be saved on a CF card or output to the AUX port. 
Saving printout data on the CF card and use with a text-editor on the PC would 
save paper resources. LE-8200 can save printing images of bitmap files on the 
CF card. 

The Monitor Function Exactly Records and Visualizes Communications Data

The line monitor function allows the 
recording of communications 
data and provides an 
easy-to-understand large-sized 
display without affecting the 
communications lines. This 
function makes it possible to 
grasp the conditions of 
transmission and reception, 
thus greatly shortening the 
required time of troubleshooting. 

Simulation Function Provides the Actual Operating Environments

With the simulation feature, LINEEYE protocol analyzers act as the counterpart to the target device and 
perform transmission / reception tests according to protocol. Error handling process can be checked by 
sending data with parity errors. Margins can be evaluated by intentionally shifting communications speed. 
For example, test the 9600bps target device at 9840bps speed. In addition, data transmission can be linked 
with the changes in the signal lines, and an automatic control of RS-485 transmission driver IC is supported.

MANUAL mode

The MANUAL mode allows you to send the data 
registered in transmission table which corresponds 
to the “0” to “F” keys. The data can be sent with 
one press of a key. You can turn RTS/CTS and 
DTR/DCD signal lines on/off by pressing a key 
combination.

In the BUFFER mode, send transmitted or 
received data that has been captured in the 
buffer using the unit's monitoring capabilities, as 
simulation data without requiring further 
manipulation. This mode is effective in 
conducting reproducibility tests using the same 
data as that monitored under actual 
communications conditions.

BUFFER mode

FLOW mode

Flow control can be simulated on the transmission 
and reception-lines using X-on/off flow control or 
the control line handshake. 

In the ECHO mode, LINEEYE protocol analyzers 
internally return received data. This mode is 
useful for the echo-back test.

ECHO mode

POLLING mode

The POLLING mode simulates the slave and 
master units in multidrop (1:N connection) polling 
protocols. In the master mode, LINEEYE protocol 
analyzers send polling messages to 32 slave 
units, and check and display replies from each 
slave.

By creating a purpose-specific command 
program, the communications protocol can be 
flexibly simulated alongside condition monitoring. 

PROGRAM mode

Bit Error Rate Test Measures Transmission Quality of Communications Lines 

BERT function enables you to measure parameters conforming to ITU-T 
G.821 notifications by loop-back test and interactive test.
Elaborate test patterns and functions such as bit error forced interrupt and 
repeat measurements are comparable to dedicated equipment.

[Setting items of BERT measurement]

Communication 
network

Monitor cable DTE

DCE

RDRD SD
SD

[Example of connection for online monitoring] [Example of display with line state] [Example of X.25 protocol translation]

[Example of BERT measurement]

*1: Only LE-8200 can have pattern “215-1”, “220-1” and “2-23-1”.

[Example of logic analyzer measurement]

[Example of signal voltage measurement]

[Example trigger action setup][Example trigger condition setup]

Signal Voltage Measurement function 
allows ease of the voltage measurement 
of RS-232C signals in places where 
tester probes cannot reach smoothly. It 
can display the max/min/current of 
voltage and thus contributes to the investigation of communication trouble 
caused by an insufficiency in the amplitudes of signals.

[Example of auto RUN/STOP setup]

[Example of retrieval settings]

Example of connecting RS-485 signals via optiinal terminal block (LE-25TB)

*Between cursors: 12μs

*Graph of error rate is only supported by LE-8200.

The screen is set to make 
measurement from 5:00 a.m. to 
7:30 a.m. automatically on a 
daily basis.

This screen is set to retrieve for time stamp from 
10:30:00 to 10:39:59

Retrieval 
condition

Retrieval action

Error, data string (don't care and bit mask available), idle time more than specified 
duration, specified time stamp, trigger matching data

Shows the matched data at the top or counts the matched data

The communications conditions, such as the communications speed and 
framing of the lines, can be automatically detected if relatively large volumes of 
communications data with few errors flow in the lines. This is effective for 
monitoring lines of unknown communication conditions. 
*Accurate auto settings will not be possible for small volumes of communications 
data or data that contains many errors.

Loop-back test Interactive test

Communications 
network

Test mode ASYNCmode, SYNC mode

Test period Continuous, Number of received bit, Specified time, Repeat for specifid time

Pattern
 26-1, 29-1, 211-1, 215-1, 220-1, 223-1, 

 MARK, SPACE, ALT, DBL-ALT, 1in4, 1in8, 1in16, 3in24 (*1)

    Meaning
027: Label 020

028: Wait new receiving frame

029: Transmit data table 8

030: If receiving [ CR, LF, O, K, CR, LF ], jump to label 025

031: Set register3+1

032: If value of register3 is equal to register0, jump to label 030

033: Jump to label 020

034: Label 025

035: Transmit [ SX, 1, 2, 3, A, B, C, EX ]

※1：An interface to read the CF card is required on the PC

※2：Capturing software for printout data, “LEPRTIN_WIN” is available from LINEEYE websight.

【Serial connection & Data transfer via CF card】

LE-8200 Printout data

※2
※1

CF card
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Communications 
network

Loop-back 
point

Test 
pattern

Test 
pattern

Test 
pattern

[Contents of BERT measurement]

[Example connection for BERT]

Available measurement in seconds

Effective bits received

Error bit count

Bit error rate

SYNC loss count

Effective blocks received

 Block error count

Block error rate

Error second

Normal operation rate

0 9999999(sec)

0 9999999 9.99E9

0 9999999 9.99E9

0.00E-0 9.99E-9

0 9999

0 9999999 9.99E9

0 9999999 9.99E9

0.00E-0 9.99E-9

0 9999999(sec)

0.000 100.000(%)

Test data

[Example of connection for simulation]

[Example of configuration of LE-8200 PROGRAM mode]

Target Line Speed (bps)

9600

115.2K

1M

* Calculated for full-duplex transmission of 1,000 byte data 
frames per m-sec. Both transmission and reception data 
consume 4 byte of memory with each capture. 

Main memory Only

Approx. 22min.

Approx. 110sec

Approx. 14sec

When Using CF-16GX

Approx. 960hrs.

Approx. 80hrs.

Approx. 10hrs.

Continuous Recording Time Reference (LE-3500)

Savail

Receive bit

Error bit 

Bit error rate 

Sync loss

Receive block 

Error block 

Block error rate

Error second 

%E.F.S 

Savail

R-bit

E-bit 

Bit -ER 

LOSS

R-Blk

E-Blk

Blk-ER

E-Sec 

%E.F.S 

LE-8200 Other models Meaning Range

Features of Multi Protocol Analyzers (LE series)

Full of Convenient Functions for Efficient Measurement

Long Hour Recording Function (Auto Save)

Auto Save function saves communications data and records it as measurement 
log of a user-specified size into a CF card. Measurement log files will be 
recorded using ring recording as long as the card has space. It is useful for 
identifying rare communication failures of unknown cause.

Logic Analyzer Function

Logic Analyzer function measures 
communication line timing at a time 
resolution of nano second. It is useful 
for finding the hardware problems and 
education purpose such as studying 
communications protocols.

Signal Voltage Measurement Function

Idle Time and Time Stamp

LINEEYE Protocol analyzers record not only communications data but also the 
time stamp of transmission/reception as well as non-communication time 
between frames (idle time).

Error, data string, matched timer/counter, idle time more than specified duration, logic 
status of signal line/extarnal trigger input

Activates buzzer, stops measuring, saves monitor data on a CF card, controls timer/counter, 
validates trigger conditions,  sends specified data, sends pulse to external trigger.

Trigger 
conditions

Trigger 
actions

Idle time

Time stamp

High-precision Time stamp *

*LE-8200 only

Off (no record), 100ms, 10ms, 1ms selectable

Off (no record), Day/Hr/Min, Hr/Min/Sec, Min/Sec/10ms selectable

Off (no record), 100μs, 10μs, 1μs selectable

Trigger Feature for Catching User-specified Events

The trigger allows you to specify a communication event and have measurement 
operation executed when that condition is satisfied. It is possible to analyze 
complicated operations based on sequential triggers.

Monitor Condition Auto Setting

Auto RUN/STOP Function

By setting time and a date of measurement 
start and end, measurement can be done 
automatically during the specified time.

Data Retrieval Function for Large Volumes of Data

A powerful retrieval function, which finds 
a specific data in the memory card 
allows you to locate specific data and 
perform counting.

PC-compatible File Management Specification

Test conditions and results can be saved on a CF card in the files management 
format compatible with your PC. The files can be interchangeably used between 
models.

* The LE-8200, LE-3500, LE-2500, LE-1500, LE-7200, LE-3200, LE-2200, and 
LE-1200 are compatible in measurement data file. Part of files or data saved 
in higher models, however, may not be available to lower models or 
conventional models. 

Printout Function Supporting Text Data Record

Printout data of text format can be saved on a CF card or output to the AUX port. 
Saving printout data on the CF card and use with a text-editor on the PC would 
save paper resources. LE-8200 can save printing images of bitmap files on the 
CF card. 

The Monitor Function Exactly Records and Visualizes Communications Data

The line monitor function allows the 
recording of communications 
data and provides an 
easy-to-understand large-sized 
display without affecting the 
communications lines. This 
function makes it possible to 
grasp the conditions of 
transmission and reception, 
thus greatly shortening the 
required time of troubleshooting. 

Simulation Function Provides the Actual Operating Environments

With the simulation feature, LINEEYE protocol analyzers act as the counterpart to the target device and 
perform transmission / reception tests according to protocol. Error handling process can be checked by 
sending data with parity errors. Margins can be evaluated by intentionally shifting communications speed. 
For example, test the 9600bps target device at 9840bps speed. In addition, data transmission can be linked 
with the changes in the signal lines, and an automatic control of RS-485 transmission driver IC is supported.

MANUAL mode

The MANUAL mode allows you to send the data 
registered in transmission table which corresponds 
to the “0” to “F” keys. The data can be sent with 
one press of a key. You can turn RTS/CTS and 
DTR/DCD signal lines on/off by pressing a key 
combination.

In the BUFFER mode, send transmitted or 
received data that has been captured in the 
buffer using the unit's monitoring capabilities, as 
simulation data without requiring further 
manipulation. This mode is effective in 
conducting reproducibility tests using the same 
data as that monitored under actual 
communications conditions.

BUFFER mode

FLOW mode

Flow control can be simulated on the transmission 
and reception-lines using X-on/off flow control or 
the control line handshake. 

In the ECHO mode, LINEEYE protocol analyzers 
internally return received data. This mode is 
useful for the echo-back test.

ECHO mode

POLLING mode

The POLLING mode simulates the slave and 
master units in multidrop (1:N connection) polling 
protocols. In the master mode, LINEEYE protocol 
analyzers send polling messages to 32 slave 
units, and check and display replies from each 
slave.

By creating a purpose-specific command 
program, the communications protocol can be 
flexibly simulated alongside condition monitoring. 

PROGRAM mode

Bit Error Rate Test Measures Transmission Quality of Communications Lines 

BERT function enables you to measure parameters conforming to ITU-T 
G.821 notifications by loop-back test and interactive test.
Elaborate test patterns and functions such as bit error forced interrupt and 
repeat measurements are comparable to dedicated equipment.

[Setting items of BERT measurement]

Communication 
network

Monitor cable DTE

DCE

RDRD SD
SD

[Example of connection for online monitoring] [Example of display with line state] [Example of X.25 protocol translation]

[Example of BERT measurement]

*1: Only LE-8200 can have pattern “215-1”, “220-1” and “2-23-1”.

[Example of logic analyzer measurement]

[Example of signal voltage measurement]

[Example trigger action setup][Example trigger condition setup]

Signal Voltage Measurement function 
allows ease of the voltage measurement 
of RS-232C signals in places where 
tester probes cannot reach smoothly. It 
can display the max/min/current of 
voltage and thus contributes to the investigation of communication trouble 
caused by an insufficiency in the amplitudes of signals.

[Example of auto RUN/STOP setup]

[Example of retrieval settings]

Example of connecting RS-485 signals via optiinal terminal block (LE-25TB)

*Between cursors: 12μs

*Graph of error rate is only supported by LE-8200.

The screen is set to make 
measurement from 5:00 a.m. to 
7:30 a.m. automatically on a 
daily basis.

This screen is set to retrieve for time stamp from 
10:30:00 to 10:39:59

Retrieval 
condition

Retrieval action

Error, data string (don't care and bit mask available), idle time more than specified 
duration, specified time stamp, trigger matching data

Shows the matched data at the top or counts the matched data

The communications conditions, such as the communications speed and 
framing of the lines, can be automatically detected if relatively large volumes of 
communications data with few errors flow in the lines. This is effective for 
monitoring lines of unknown communication conditions. 
*Accurate auto settings will not be possible for small volumes of communications 
data or data that contains many errors.

Loop-back test Interactive test

Communications 
network

Test mode ASYNCmode, SYNC mode

Test period Continuous, Number of received bit, Specified time, Repeat for specifid time

Pattern
 26-1, 29-1, 211-1, 215-1, 220-1, 223-1, 

 MARK, SPACE, ALT, DBL-ALT, 1in4, 1in8, 1in16, 3in24 (*1)

    Meaning
027: Label 020

028: Wait new receiving frame

029: Transmit data table 8

030: If receiving [ CR, LF, O, K, CR, LF ], jump to label 025

031: Set register3+1

032: If value of register3 is equal to register0, jump to label 030

033: Jump to label 020

034: Label 025

035: Transmit [ SX, 1, 2, 3, A, B, C, EX ]

※1：An interface to read the CF card is required on the PC

※2：Capturing software for printout data, “LEPRTIN_WIN” is available from LINEEYE websight.

【Serial connection & Data transfer via CF card】

LE-8200 Printout data

※2
※1

CF card
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LE-8200 Options

Expansion Kit for TTL/I2C/SPI Communications 

OP-SB85L

OP-SB85C OP-FW12G
Expansion Kit for Current Loop Communications

This expansion kit supports current loop communications which is 
widely used in FA field. The kit incorporates a communications circuit 
with photo-coupler isolation and constant-current power supply of 
insulated type, thus realizing not only monitoring but also easy 
communications testing with passive or active current loop devices.

High-speed HDLC/SPI Communications Firmware

This expansion firmware increases the baud rates of bit synchronous 
communications (e.g.,HDLC/SDLC/X.25/CC-Link) and SPI communications. 
The firmware processes main measurement items completely with a FPGA, 
thus precisely capturing communications data along with time stamps in 1-μ
s units. The latest version supports max 100M sampling per a second in the 
logic analyzer function and able to have the digital waveform of HDLC/SPI 
signals in high-speed.

*1: Use RS-530 port. LE-25TB/LE-530TB are useful to connect to the target device. 
*2: Need to have OP-SB85L. 
*3: Synch clock is extracted from transmission/reception data. 
*4: Need to have OP-SB85L for high-speed simulation of TTL/SPI. 
*5: When transmission data continues more than 16Kbyte, max speed will be 6Mbps (max. 12Mbps for simulation)

Expansion Kit for CAN/LIN Communications

OP-SB87

[Example of connection for Current loop product]

OP-SB85IR
Expansion Kit for Infrared Communications

This expansion kit is provided with a probe pod for monitoring IrDA (SIR, MIR, and FIR) and ASK infrared 
communications. The kit has an IrDA monitor function that makes it possible to change communications 
speed automatically according to the IrLAP protocol and allows the seamless monitoring of infrared data, 
the mode of which changes from SIR (9600 bps) to FIR (4 
Mbps). The kit has two optical emission levels (high and low 
levels), either one of which is selectable, and incorporates an 
analog waveform analysis function as well.

IR IR

[Example of IrDA monitor display]

LSISDI
SDO

SCK

This expansion kit is equipped with measurement ports for TTL/C-MOS signal level and for 

High-speed analog. The measurement port for TTL/C-MOS supports 1.8V-5V input level. 

It is optimum to measure communication by probing between LSI and interface IC on the 

PCBs. It supports I2C/SPI monitoring beside HDLC communication and UART 

communication. Furthermore, BURST mode for capturing all data synchronizing clock 

signals is available. Also, analog waveform measurement function up to 40M sampling/s 

makes it possible to measure waveform comparable to the oscilloscope.

FlexRayFlexRayLINLINCANCAN

LAN（PoE）LAN（PoE）

IrDAIrDASPISPII2CI2CTTLTTL CC-LinkCC-Link

Current LoopCurrent Loop

USBUSB

Interface CAN：Conforming to ISO 11898/ISO11519-2 standards(selectable with relay) (DSUB 9-pin connector x 2).
LIN：Conforming to ISO9141(header 3-pin connector x 2)

Transceiver
CAN：TJA1050/1054 or equivalent.
LIN：TJA1021 or equivalent.

No.of measurement channels 2 channels in total of CAN/LIN in combination

Expansion protocol CAN 2.0B, LIN (Rev 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.0, 2.1), DeviceNet

Baud rate

Monitor function

Trigger function

Simulation function

External signal input

Composition

CAN：1 Mbps max. LIN：26 Kbps max. Arbitrary baud rate settings possible.

ID filter and time stamp (9 digit, unit: H/M/S, 1ms, 100μs, 10μs or 1μs)

Condition：Specified communications data string (8 characters max), specified remote
frame (CAN), frame error (LIN), timer/counter coincidence, external signal logic.
Action：Measurement stop, saving in a memory card, timer control, counter control,
specified data transmission (CAN), buzzer, validation of trigger condition.

Pre-registered data is selected by key operation and transmitted (sweep transmission available).
Master and slave simulation (LIN)

Display 4 signals with LED possible.
Record signal logic and voltage in synchronization with data (Measurement range：±15V).

Dedicated expansion board, line state sheet B, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 3-wire
probe cable x 2, 8-wire probe cable

Expansion Kit for FlexRay Communications

This expansion kit allows the simultaneous monitoring of FlexRay communications data on up to two 
channels in real time. The FlexRay is anticipated as a next-generation high-speed in-vehicle network. The kit 
incorporates a monitor function that does not require complicated parameter settings and a simulation 
function with which the OP-SB88 works as a FlexRay communications node to transmit and receive data, 
thus powerful supporting the initial development.

OP-SB88

[Commercial Support Option]
OP-SB88 1-year support (continuous): OP-SB88-SP1
OP-SB88 1-year support (non-continuous): OP88-SD1
*For more information, contact us.

Interface FlexRay V2.1A (DSUB 9-pin connector x2, Header 3 pin-connector x2)（*1）

Transceiver TJA1080 RS-485 

Baud rate 10Mbps, 5Mbps, 2.5Mbps in A/B channel

Monitor function Time stamp (9 digits, unit: 1ms/100μs/10μs/1μs), filtering

Display mode

Trigger function

Simulation function

External signal input

Composition

Frame display, payload display, specific frames at the pointed position.

Condition：Up to 6 sets of appointed channel/indicator/ID/cycle counter/payload data 
(max. 16 data, don't care and bit mask available), error (header CRC, frame CRC error), 
External signal logic.
Action：Stop measuring, Count data, Output external signal.

Transmit registered test frames (Data length：0-254 byte, max 784 kinds).
Parameter are already pre-set to transmit/receive FlexRay data.（*2）

Display 4 signals with LED possible.
Record signal logic and voltage in synchronization with data (Measurement range：±15V).

Dedicated expansion board, firmware CD, line state sheet B, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 
3-wire probe cable x 2, 8-wire probe cable

Expansion Kit for USB2.0 Communications 

[Translation display]

OP-SB84 Interface USB1.1/2.0, USB standard A/B receptacle 1 each

HIGH (480Mbps)/ FULL (12Mbps)/ LOW (1.5Mbps) Automatic detection

Record packet and bus event along with time stamp (resolution: 16.7ns)
Conversion software which converts into text format is available.（*1）

USB packet, dump display, translation display for standard device descriptor and 
standard device request.（*2）

SOF, IN transactions without IN-DATA, PING transactions, Hide VBUS level, Record 
transactions of specific address/ end point.

Display or hide transaction of SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP, PING, specific address/ end point.

Condition: error, transaction, bus event, external signal (sequential condition available).
Action: Output a signal from an external terminal, stop measurement (off set available).

Measure Vbus Voltage (0～8V)/Current(-2～2A)/Power consumption at specified cycle 
(1ms～1s) and display in dump or graph. Convert into text/CSV format.

TTL level input: 4, TTL level output: 4, Able to work with trigger conditions.

Interface expansion board, Line state sheet D, USB cable, Utility CD.

Applied speed 

Monitor function

Display format

Log Filter

Display Filter

Trigger function

VBUS measurement

External signal I/O

Composition

Expansion Kit for LAN (PoE) Communications

This interface expansion kit supports the measurement test of Ethernet LAN. This kit is 
usable for not only analyzing communication data but also measuring the power of PoE 
(Power Over Ethernet) apparatuses or testing LAN cable. It is ideal for developing built-in 
apparatuses with LAN ports, evaluating communications, and maintaining/checking such 
as network cameras and wireless hubs compliant with the PoE specification.

OP-SB89 Interface Port A, B: 10Base-T/ 100Base-TX (IEEE802.3), PoE(IEEE 802.3af) Measurement （*1）

Port C: Cable Test Port, Dummy PD port to detect PSE of class A

Monitor function Record LAN frames along with time stamp (min. 1μs). （*2）

Convert into Ethereal/ Wireshark (.pcap format). （*3）

Display format Frame/ Translation/ Dump (in HEX) display.

Log Filter Type number, MAC address, protocol number, IP address, sub-net mark.

PoE measurement

Cable Test

PING function

Port Blink function

PSE detection

Record the PoE Voltage(0～60V)/Current(0～380mA)/Power consumption/Power supply type at 
specified cycle (1ms～1s) and display in dump or graph. Convert into Text/CSV format. 

Measure cable length/ short circuit/ split pair/ break

Transmit the PING commands to the PortA/B, and display response time and number of 
times. （*4）

LED for port A/B connected to HUB will be blinking to find the target port easily. （*4）

Light the LED when a PSE device is connected to PortC.

*1: Port A/B has the fail-safe TAP. 
*2: Recordable LAN frame size is 60 to 2047 byte. If the network consists of a large amount of traffic, it is possible that there will be 

some data loss. 
*3: Supports on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. Needs to have a CF card and a PC with interface for CF card.  
*4: When starting the cable test, Port A/B will become the LAN ports instead of TAP connection. 

USB2.0

This interface expansion kit supports real-time monitoring of USB 2.0 protocol and VBUS 
measurement. Since USB2.0 data can be measured easily without using a personal 
computer but using the analyzer only, this kit is ideal for the inspection and troubleshooting 
of installed apparatuses in addition to the development of USB apparatuses.

This expansion kit makes the measurement of up to 2 channels simultaneously by using CAN 
communications (conforming to ISO11898/ISO11519-2 standards) and LIN communications used widely in FA 
systems and in-vehicle communications, in flexible 
combination. External signals in four lines can be 
measured as digital or analog signals simultaneously 
with the measurement of communications data.

[LAN Translation display] [PoE Measuring Display]

CAN
LIN

[Example of CAN/LIN monitor display]

PD
(Powered Device)

PORT B

PSE
(Power Sourcing Equipment)

PORT A

Web camera
(etc.)

Network hub
with PSE function
(etc.)

USB Host USB Device

Composition Interface expansion board, Line state sheet C, LAN cable, Utility CD.

External signal input/output TTL level input: 1. Able to stop monitoring automatically when finding Low level.

CH-A
CH-B

Test node2

Test node1 Test node3

FlexRay bus line

Brake
control

Suspention
control

ECU

LE8200+OP-SB88

Interface TTL, CMOS (I2C, SPI supported)

Probe signal
SD(SDA/SDO), RD(SDI), RTS(SS), CTS, EX IN, TXC(SCL/SCK), RXC, 
TRG.IN, TRG.OUT [Lead length: 170mm]

Expansion protocol I2C, SPI, BURST (*1)

Test function

Baud rate

SPI: 50bps～2.15Mbps (*3). When using with OP-FW12G, 115.2Kbps～
20Mbps (*4)

I2C: Max. 1Mbps (For simulation: 50K, 100K, 200K, 384K, 417K, 1Mbps)

Signal level 5.0V/ 3.3V/ 2.5V/ 1.8V selectable

Composition
Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, high-speed TTL probe pod, 3-wire 
probe cable, probe unit.

Threshold of input level

[5.0V] High: min. 3.5V, Low: max. 1.5V
[3.3V] High: min. 2.0V, Low: max. 0.8V
[2.5V] High: min. 1.7V, Low: max. 0.7V
[1.8V] High: min. 1.2V, Low: max. 0.6V

Monitor, Simulation, BERT (*2)

The signal voltages of 2 channels are measured and displayed in analog waveform.
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V (8bit resolution, acceptable input range: ±25V)
Sampling cycle: 1ms～25ns, 15 steps
Record length: 4K points 

*1: Mode for sampling data at all clock edges.
*2: Only monitor function is available for BURST. BERT for I2C/SPI is not supported.
*3: If transmission data is less than 1Kbyte, max. speed is 20Mbps (monitor)/4Mbps (simulation)
*4: For monitoring. For simulation, max speed is 12Mbps.

[Example of I2C monitor display]

Analog waveform analysis

Interface RS-422/485 (*1), TTL (*2), SPI (*2)

Protocol HDLC, SDLC, X.25, CC-Link (NRZ/NRZI format, AR clock (*3)), SPI

Baud rate HDLC, CC-Link: 115.2Kbps-6Mbps in full duplex/12Mbps in half duplex (*4)

SPI: 115.2Kbps-20Mbps (*4) (*5)

Error Check

Time stamps

FCS Error (CRC-ITU-T), Abort, short frame

9 digits (0 to 134217727)   Selectable in 1ms/ 100μs/ 10μs/ 1μs

ID Filter 

Simulation 

Specify address frame (Bit length: 16, don't care/bit masks available)

Data table corresponding to the numerical keys can be sent
(16kinds.16KB data in total)

Trigger Communication error, data string up to 8 characters (don't care/bit masks 
available). 

Composition Firmware CD, Instruction Manual

Interface Infrared rays, Photodiode : HSDL-3602 or equivalent

Measurement Signal SD, RD

Protocol IrDA1.1 (SIR/MIR/FIR), ASK

Baud Rate (bps) 2400, 9600, 19.2K, 38.4K, 57.6K, 115.2K, 0.576M, 1.152M, 4M 
Automatically detects and follows IrLAP protocol. (*1)

Communications test function Monitor / Simulation

Output Emission Level High/Low interchangeable 

Analog waveform analysis

The signal voltages of 2 channels are measured and displayed in 
analog waveform.
Sampling: 1 KHz to 40MHz (in 15 steps), 4K points.
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, IrDA probe pod, 3-wire 
probe cable

*1: Current firmware version cannot automatically detect the communications speed of IrSimple. To measure only 
transmission data of IrSimple, set speed to 4Mbps. 

Composition

Transmission: Active device
Reception: Passive device

OP-1C

Constant current
supply

Current
direction

SI

SO

R
+V

Current
direction RI

RO

Interface Current loop communications (4-pole terminal block)

Measurement signal SD, RD

Baud rate 19.2 Kbps max.(*1)

Test function Monitor/Simulation

Monitor current level 10 to 60mA

Passive type test, active type test, active current 
of 20 mA/40mA (selectable with DIP switch)

Analog waveform 
analysis

The signal voltages of 2 channels are 
measured and displayed in analog waveform. 
Sampling:1 KHz to 40MHz (in 15 steps).4K point 
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, 3-wire 
probe cable, current loop adapter (OP-1C) (*2)

*1: The baud rate is restricted by the cable length and current value.
*2: The OP-1C Current Loop Adapter is sold separately as well. OP-SB85L or 

OP-SB85IR can be combined with the OP-1C to make an equivalent set.

Composition

Simulation mode

Follows the Progress of communication 
Technology at Low Cost

High-capacity memory makes efficient improvements in the development of 
in-vehicle networks and data analyses.

Easy Stand-alone Measurement for USB and LAN(PoE)

*1：RS-485 is SN65HVD3088E equivalent. TJA1080 and RS-485 are selectable from analyzer.
*2：It is the parameter of transmission/reception between 2 node of analyzer and test board of Freescale Semiconductor.

*1: Supports on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. Need to have a CF card and a PC with interface for CF card. 
*2: Translation of various class specific descriptors and device requests will be supported in the future.
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LE-8200 Options

Expansion Kit for TTL/I2C/SPI Communications 

OP-SB85L

OP-SB85C OP-FW12G
Expansion Kit for Current Loop Communications

This expansion kit supports current loop communications which is 
widely used in FA field. The kit incorporates a communications circuit 
with photo-coupler isolation and constant-current power supply of 
insulated type, thus realizing not only monitoring but also easy 
communications testing with passive or active current loop devices.

High-speed HDLC/SPI Communications Firmware

This expansion firmware increases the baud rates of bit synchronous 
communications (e.g.,HDLC/SDLC/X.25/CC-Link) and SPI communications. 
The firmware processes main measurement items completely with a FPGA, 
thus precisely capturing communications data along with time stamps in 1-μ
s units. The latest version supports max 100M sampling per a second in the 
logic analyzer function and able to have the digital waveform of HDLC/SPI 
signals in high-speed.

*1: Use RS-530 port. LE-25TB/LE-530TB are useful to connect to the target device. 
*2: Need to have OP-SB85L. 
*3: Synch clock is extracted from transmission/reception data. 
*4: Need to have OP-SB85L for high-speed simulation of TTL/SPI. 
*5: When transmission data continues more than 16Kbyte, max speed will be 6Mbps (max. 12Mbps for simulation)

Expansion Kit for CAN/LIN Communications

OP-SB87

[Example of connection for Current loop product]

OP-SB85IR
Expansion Kit for Infrared Communications

This expansion kit is provided with a probe pod for monitoring IrDA (SIR, MIR, and FIR) and ASK infrared 
communications. The kit has an IrDA monitor function that makes it possible to change communications 
speed automatically according to the IrLAP protocol and allows the seamless monitoring of infrared data, 
the mode of which changes from SIR (9600 bps) to FIR (4 
Mbps). The kit has two optical emission levels (high and low 
levels), either one of which is selectable, and incorporates an 
analog waveform analysis function as well.

IR IR

[Example of IrDA monitor display]

LSISDI
SDO

SCK

This expansion kit is equipped with measurement ports for TTL/C-MOS signal level and for 

High-speed analog. The measurement port for TTL/C-MOS supports 1.8V-5V input level. 

It is optimum to measure communication by probing between LSI and interface IC on the 

PCBs. It supports I2C/SPI monitoring beside HDLC communication and UART 

communication. Furthermore, BURST mode for capturing all data synchronizing clock 

signals is available. Also, analog waveform measurement function up to 40M sampling/s 

makes it possible to measure waveform comparable to the oscilloscope.

FlexRayFlexRayLINLINCANCAN

LAN（PoE）LAN（PoE）

IrDAIrDASPISPII2CI2CTTLTTL CC-LinkCC-Link

Current LoopCurrent Loop

USBUSB

Interface CAN：Conforming to ISO 11898/ISO11519-2 standards(selectable with relay) (DSUB 9-pin connector x 2).
LIN：Conforming to ISO9141(header 3-pin connector x 2)

Transceiver
CAN：TJA1050/1054 or equivalent.
LIN：TJA1021 or equivalent.

No.of measurement channels 2 channels in total of CAN/LIN in combination

Expansion protocol CAN 2.0B, LIN (Rev 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.0, 2.1), DeviceNet

Baud rate

Monitor function

Trigger function

Simulation function

External signal input

Composition

CAN：1 Mbps max. LIN：26 Kbps max. Arbitrary baud rate settings possible.

ID filter and time stamp (9 digit, unit: H/M/S, 1ms, 100μs, 10μs or 1μs)

Condition：Specified communications data string (8 characters max), specified remote
frame (CAN), frame error (LIN), timer/counter coincidence, external signal logic.
Action：Measurement stop, saving in a memory card, timer control, counter control,
specified data transmission (CAN), buzzer, validation of trigger condition.

Pre-registered data is selected by key operation and transmitted (sweep transmission available).
Master and slave simulation (LIN)

Display 4 signals with LED possible.
Record signal logic and voltage in synchronization with data (Measurement range：±15V).

Dedicated expansion board, line state sheet B, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 3-wire
probe cable x 2, 8-wire probe cable

Expansion Kit for FlexRay Communications

This expansion kit allows the simultaneous monitoring of FlexRay communications data on up to two 
channels in real time. The FlexRay is anticipated as a next-generation high-speed in-vehicle network. The kit 
incorporates a monitor function that does not require complicated parameter settings and a simulation 
function with which the OP-SB88 works as a FlexRay communications node to transmit and receive data, 
thus powerful supporting the initial development.

OP-SB88

[Commercial Support Option]
OP-SB88 1-year support (continuous): OP-SB88-SP1
OP-SB88 1-year support (non-continuous): OP88-SD1
*For more information, contact us.

Interface FlexRay V2.1A (DSUB 9-pin connector x2, Header 3 pin-connector x2)（*1）

Transceiver TJA1080 RS-485 

Baud rate 10Mbps, 5Mbps, 2.5Mbps in A/B channel

Monitor function Time stamp (9 digits, unit: 1ms/100μs/10μs/1μs), filtering

Display mode

Trigger function

Simulation function

External signal input

Composition

Frame display, payload display, specific frames at the pointed position.

Condition：Up to 6 sets of appointed channel/indicator/ID/cycle counter/payload data 
(max. 16 data, don't care and bit mask available), error (header CRC, frame CRC error), 
External signal logic.
Action：Stop measuring, Count data, Output external signal.

Transmit registered test frames (Data length：0-254 byte, max 784 kinds).
Parameter are already pre-set to transmit/receive FlexRay data.（*2）

Display 4 signals with LED possible.
Record signal logic and voltage in synchronization with data (Measurement range：±15V).

Dedicated expansion board, firmware CD, line state sheet B, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 
3-wire probe cable x 2, 8-wire probe cable

Expansion Kit for USB2.0 Communications 

[Translation display]

OP-SB84 Interface USB1.1/2.0, USB standard A/B receptacle 1 each

HIGH (480Mbps)/ FULL (12Mbps)/ LOW (1.5Mbps) Automatic detection

Record packet and bus event along with time stamp (resolution: 16.7ns)
Conversion software which converts into text format is available.（*1）

USB packet, dump display, translation display for standard device descriptor and 
standard device request.（*2）

SOF, IN transactions without IN-DATA, PING transactions, Hide VBUS level, Record 
transactions of specific address/ end point.

Display or hide transaction of SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP, PING, specific address/ end point.

Condition: error, transaction, bus event, external signal (sequential condition available).
Action: Output a signal from an external terminal, stop measurement (off set available).

Measure Vbus Voltage (0～8V)/Current(-2～2A)/Power consumption at specified cycle 
(1ms～1s) and display in dump or graph. Convert into text/CSV format.

TTL level input: 4, TTL level output: 4, Able to work with trigger conditions.

Interface expansion board, Line state sheet D, USB cable, Utility CD.

Applied speed 

Monitor function

Display format

Log Filter

Display Filter

Trigger function

VBUS measurement

External signal I/O

Composition

Expansion Kit for LAN (PoE) Communications

This interface expansion kit supports the measurement test of Ethernet LAN. This kit is 
usable for not only analyzing communication data but also measuring the power of PoE 
(Power Over Ethernet) apparatuses or testing LAN cable. It is ideal for developing built-in 
apparatuses with LAN ports, evaluating communications, and maintaining/checking such 
as network cameras and wireless hubs compliant with the PoE specification.

OP-SB89 Interface Port A, B: 10Base-T/ 100Base-TX (IEEE802.3), PoE(IEEE 802.3af) Measurement （*1）

Port C: Cable Test Port, Dummy PD port to detect PSE of class A

Monitor function Record LAN frames along with time stamp (min. 1μs). （*2）

Convert into Ethereal/ Wireshark (.pcap format). （*3）

Display format Frame/ Translation/ Dump (in HEX) display.

Log Filter Type number, MAC address, protocol number, IP address, sub-net mark.

PoE measurement

Cable Test

PING function

Port Blink function

PSE detection

Record the PoE Voltage(0～60V)/Current(0～380mA)/Power consumption/Power supply type at 
specified cycle (1ms～1s) and display in dump or graph. Convert into Text/CSV format. 

Measure cable length/ short circuit/ split pair/ break

Transmit the PING commands to the PortA/B, and display response time and number of 
times. （*4）

LED for port A/B connected to HUB will be blinking to find the target port easily. （*4）

Light the LED when a PSE device is connected to PortC.

*1: Port A/B has the fail-safe TAP. 
*2: Recordable LAN frame size is 60 to 2047 byte. If the network consists of a large amount of traffic, it is possible that there will be 

some data loss. 
*3: Supports on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. Needs to have a CF card and a PC with interface for CF card.  
*4: When starting the cable test, Port A/B will become the LAN ports instead of TAP connection. 

USB2.0

This interface expansion kit supports real-time monitoring of USB 2.0 protocol and VBUS 
measurement. Since USB2.0 data can be measured easily without using a personal 
computer but using the analyzer only, this kit is ideal for the inspection and troubleshooting 
of installed apparatuses in addition to the development of USB apparatuses.

This expansion kit makes the measurement of up to 2 channels simultaneously by using CAN 
communications (conforming to ISO11898/ISO11519-2 standards) and LIN communications used widely in FA 
systems and in-vehicle communications, in flexible 
combination. External signals in four lines can be 
measured as digital or analog signals simultaneously 
with the measurement of communications data.

[LAN Translation display] [PoE Measuring Display]

CAN
LIN

[Example of CAN/LIN monitor display]

PD
(Powered Device)

PORT B

PSE
(Power Sourcing Equipment)

PORT A

Web camera
(etc.)

Network hub
with PSE function
(etc.)

USB Host USB Device

Composition Interface expansion board, Line state sheet C, LAN cable, Utility CD.

External signal input/output TTL level input: 1. Able to stop monitoring automatically when finding Low level.

CH-A
CH-B

Test node2

Test node1 Test node3

FlexRay bus line

Brake
control

Suspention
control

ECU

LE8200+OP-SB88

Interface TTL, CMOS (I2C, SPI supported)

Probe signal
SD(SDA/SDO), RD(SDI), RTS(SS), CTS, EX IN, TXC(SCL/SCK), RXC, 
TRG.IN, TRG.OUT [Lead length: 170mm]

Expansion protocol I2C, SPI, BURST (*1)

Test function

Baud rate

SPI: 50bps～2.15Mbps (*3). When using with OP-FW12G, 115.2Kbps～
20Mbps (*4)

I2C: Max. 1Mbps (For simulation: 50K, 100K, 200K, 384K, 417K, 1Mbps)

Signal level 5.0V/ 3.3V/ 2.5V/ 1.8V selectable

Composition
Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, high-speed TTL probe pod, 3-wire 
probe cable, probe unit.

Threshold of input level

[5.0V] High: min. 3.5V, Low: max. 1.5V
[3.3V] High: min. 2.0V, Low: max. 0.8V
[2.5V] High: min. 1.7V, Low: max. 0.7V
[1.8V] High: min. 1.2V, Low: max. 0.6V

Monitor, Simulation, BERT (*2)

The signal voltages of 2 channels are measured and displayed in analog waveform.
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V (8bit resolution, acceptable input range: ±25V)
Sampling cycle: 1ms～25ns, 15 steps
Record length: 4K points 

*1: Mode for sampling data at all clock edges.
*2: Only monitor function is available for BURST. BERT for I2C/SPI is not supported.
*3: If transmission data is less than 1Kbyte, max. speed is 20Mbps (monitor)/4Mbps (simulation)
*4: For monitoring. For simulation, max speed is 12Mbps.

[Example of I2C monitor display]

Analog waveform analysis

Interface RS-422/485 (*1), TTL (*2), SPI (*2)

Protocol HDLC, SDLC, X.25, CC-Link (NRZ/NRZI format, AR clock (*3)), SPI

Baud rate HDLC, CC-Link: 115.2Kbps-6Mbps in full duplex/12Mbps in half duplex (*4)

SPI: 115.2Kbps-20Mbps (*4) (*5)

Error Check

Time stamps

FCS Error (CRC-ITU-T), Abort, short frame

9 digits (0 to 134217727)   Selectable in 1ms/ 100μs/ 10μs/ 1μs

ID Filter 

Simulation 

Specify address frame (Bit length: 16, don't care/bit masks available)

Data table corresponding to the numerical keys can be sent
(16kinds.16KB data in total)

Trigger Communication error, data string up to 8 characters (don't care/bit masks 
available). 

Composition Firmware CD, Instruction Manual

Interface Infrared rays, Photodiode : HSDL-3602 or equivalent

Measurement Signal SD, RD

Protocol IrDA1.1 (SIR/MIR/FIR), ASK

Baud Rate (bps) 2400, 9600, 19.2K, 38.4K, 57.6K, 115.2K, 0.576M, 1.152M, 4M 
Automatically detects and follows IrLAP protocol. (*1)

Communications test function Monitor / Simulation

Output Emission Level High/Low interchangeable 

Analog waveform analysis

The signal voltages of 2 channels are measured and displayed in 
analog waveform.
Sampling: 1 KHz to 40MHz (in 15 steps), 4K points.
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, IrDA probe pod, 3-wire 
probe cable

*1: Current firmware version cannot automatically detect the communications speed of IrSimple. To measure only 
transmission data of IrSimple, set speed to 4Mbps. 

Composition

Transmission: Active device
Reception: Passive device

OP-1C

Constant current
supply

Current
direction

SI

SO

R
+V

Current
direction RI

RO

Interface Current loop communications (4-pole terminal block)

Measurement signal SD, RD

Baud rate 19.2 Kbps max.(*1)

Test function Monitor/Simulation

Monitor current level 10 to 60mA

Passive type test, active type test, active current 
of 20 mA/40mA (selectable with DIP switch)

Analog waveform 
analysis

The signal voltages of 2 channels are 
measured and displayed in analog waveform. 
Sampling:1 KHz to 40MHz (in 15 steps).4K point 
Measurement range: ±6V/±12V

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, 3-wire 
probe cable, current loop adapter (OP-1C) (*2)

*1: The baud rate is restricted by the cable length and current value.
*2: The OP-1C Current Loop Adapter is sold separately as well. OP-SB85L or 

OP-SB85IR can be combined with the OP-1C to make an equivalent set.

Composition

Simulation mode

Follows the Progress of communication 
Technology at Low Cost

High-capacity memory makes efficient improvements in the development of 
in-vehicle networks and data analyses.

Easy Stand-alone Measurement for USB and LAN(PoE)

*1：RS-485 is SN65HVD3088E equivalent. TJA1080 and RS-485 are selectable from analyzer.
*2：It is the parameter of transmission/reception between 2 node of analyzer and test board of Freescale Semiconductor.

*1: Supports on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. Need to have a CF card and a PC with interface for CF card. 
*2: Translation of various class specific descriptors and device requests will be supported in the future.
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* I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) is a serial interface standard 

for peripheral devices developed by Philips Corporation.

SDA

SCL

LE-3500／LE-2500／LE-1500 Options

TTL/I2C/SPI Communications Expansion Kit Infrared Communications Expansion Kit

* IrDA is half-duplex wireless communications 
protocol that uses infrared rays.

[Example of IrDA monitor display]

IR IR
IR: Infrared rays

High-speed HDLC/SPI Communications Firmware

This expansion firmware increases the baud rates of bit 
synchronous communications (e.g., HDLC/SDLC/X.25/CC-Link) 
and SPI communications up to 10Mbps. The firmware processes 
main measurement items completely with a field programmable 
gate array (FPGA), thus precisely capturing communications data 
along with time stamps in 1μs units. It is optimum for analyzing 
high-speed HDLC and SPI communications, such as RS-485 
multi-drop type of CC-link and TTL signal level on the PCBs.

*1: When using the standard measurement board. LE-25TB/LE-530TB are useful to connect to the target device.  
*2: OP-SB5GL is required.  
*3: OP-SB5GL is required for high-speed simulation of TTL/SPI.  

Simulation

HDLC, SDLC, X.25. CC-Link(NRZ/NRZI format, AR clock), SPI

RS-422/RS-485(RS-530 port)（*1）, TTL（*2）, SPI（*2）

FCS error (CRC-ITU-T), abort, short frame

Stop monitoring automatically when it detects data strings up to 8 characters(don't 
care and bit mask available), errors, or trigger input of external signal at low level.

Trigger data, error data, data string

Firmware CD, instruction manual.

Baud rate Half-duplex　　
Full duplex　

115.2 kbps ～ 10 Mbps（*3）

115.2 kbps ～ 5 Mbps（*3）

Time stamp

ID filter (HDLC)

6 digits (0 to 524287)
Resolution: 1ms, 100μs, 10μs, or 1μs(selectable)

2 characters (don't care and bit mask available)

Data table 16K data (in 16 tables)

Manual mode
Specified data string can be transmitted by key operations.
Able to set the idle time and repeat mode.

Interface

Protocol

Error check

On-line monitor

Trigger 

Data search

Composition

OP-SB5GL OP-SB6G

OP-FW10G

Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500/LE-1500 (*1) Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500

Applicable analyzers: LE-3500

Current Loop LINCAN

IrDASPII2CTTL CC-Link

Current Loop LINCAN

IrDASPII2CTTL CC-Link

Current Loop Adapter and Expansion Board

[OP-1C Current Loop Adapter] [SB-25L Expansion Board]

An adapter for current loop communications. It monitors 10 to 60mA lines up to 19.2Kbps, 
and simulates 20/40mA with passive node.

CAN/LIN Communications Expansion Kit

This expansion kit makes the measurement of up to 2 
channels simultaneously by using CAN and LIN 
communications used widely in FA systems and 
in-vehicle communications in flexible 
combination. It allows the simultaneous logic 
measurement and analog measurement of 
four external signals.

*CAN is the communications protocol for in-vehicle 
network developed by Robert Bosch GmbH. LIN is 
communications protocol for in-vehicle network 
proposed by automobile manufacturers in Europe.

[Example of CAN/LIN monitor display]

*1：Settings in the Analyzer selectable with a relay.

CAN: Conforms to ISO11898/ISO11519-2 standards (*1)(DSUB9-pin connector)
LIN: Conforms to ISO9141 standards (header 3-pin connector)

CAN: Equivalent to TJA1050/1054,　LIN:Equivalent to TJA1021

2 channels in total of CAN/LIN in combination

CAN2.0B, DeviceNet, LIN(Rev 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.0, 2.1)

CAN: 1 Mbps max.  LIN：26 Kbps max.

Arbitrary baud rate settings possible

Monitor/Simulation/Trigger

Real-time display of 4-channel external signal state with LED.

Record signal logic in synchronization with data. Continuous measurement of voltage. (Measurement range：±15V)

Dedicated expansion board, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 3-wire probe cable x 2, and 8-wire probe cable

Interface

Transceiver

No.of measurement channels

Protocol

External signal input

Composition

Baud rate

Test function

*1：The baud rate is restricted by the cable length and current value. 
*2：The signal polarity is set in the analyzer. OP-1C is not provided with DIP switches for polarity switching equivalent to that of the conventional model OP-1B. 

RS-232C, Current loop communications (4-pole terminal block)

SD, RD

19.2 Kbps max. (*1)

Monitor/Simulation

10～60mA

Normal/inversion (*2)

Passive test and active test
Active current：20/40 mA (selectable with DIP switch)

60(W)×100(D)×20(H)mm, Approx. 180g

Dedicated adapter and relay cable

Interface

Measurement signal

Baud rate 

Function

Monitor current level

Signal polarity

Simulation mode

OP-1C dimensions and mass

OP-1C accessories

OP-SB7GX OP-1C SB-25L
Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500 Applicable analyzers: Refer to P15 Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500/LE-1500

CAN
LIN

*1: The expansion kit is in automatic tracking control of MIR (at 576 kbps or 1.152 Mbps) or FIR (at 4Mbps) while the expansion kit is in monitoring. 
Due to the performance of the analyzer, however, continuous data may not be correctly captured midway. 

*2: LE-2500 does not support. 
*3: Cannot have the BERT for IrDA. 

RS-232C, Infrared rays (IrDA/ASK)  

SD, RD

IrDA1.1 (SIR/MIR/FIR (*1)), ASK

Monitor/Simulation/BERT (*3)

2400, 9600, 19.2K, 38.4K, 57.6K, 115.2K, 576K, 1.152M (*2)

Automatically detects and follows IrLAP protocol (*1)

High/low interchangeable

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, probe pod

Interface

Measurement signal

Protocol

Test function

Baud rate (bps)

Output emission level

Composition

Interface

Probe signal

*1: SPI is only available with LE-3500. LE-1500 does not support I2C/SPI. 
*2: Only monitoring function is available for BURST. BERT testing of I2C/SPI  is not supported. 
*3: When the continuous transfer is less than 1Kbyte, Max 5Mbps at monitoring and Max 2.048 Mbps at simulation. 
*4: Applied in monitoring. Max 5Mbps at simulation. 

TTL/ CMOS signal level

Threshold of input level

Protocol

Test function

Baud rate

RS-232C, TTL / CMOS (for I2C and SPI (*1))

SD(SDA/SDO), RD(SDI), RS(SS), CS, EX IN, SDCLK(SCL/SCK), RDCLK,
Trigger IN, Trigger Out ［Lead length：170mm］

5.0V/3.3V/2.5V/1.8V selectable.

[5.0V] High: min. 3.5V, Low: max. 1.5V
[3.3V] High: min. 2.0V, Low: max. 0.8V
[2.5V] High: min. 1.7V, Low: max. 0.7V
[1.8V] High: min. 1.2V, Low: max. 0.6V

I2C, SPI (*1), BURST

Monitor / Simulation / BERT (*2)

SPI：50bps to 2.048Mbps (*3). When using with OP-FW10G, 115.2Kbps to 10Mbps (*4)

I2C：max. 1Mbps (On simulation 50K, 100K, 200K, 384K, 417K, 1Mbps)

[Example of I2C monitor display]

Composition Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, probe pod

[HDLC protocol setting screen]

This expansion kit measures RS-232C(V.24) and 
TTL/C-MOS signal. TTL/C-MOS port support a wide 
range of voltage (1.8V～5V) and allows the direct probing 
connection of signals between LSI and IC on PCBs. 
Monitoring and simulating the I2C/SPI(*1) communication 
is possible besides UART communications and  HDLC 
communications. Furthermore, BURST measurement 
mode which captures all data synchronizing the clock 
signals is available.

This expansion kit is provided with a probe pod for 
monitoring IrDA and ASK infrared communications. 
IrDA monitor function makes it possible to change 
communications speed automatically according to 
the IrLAP protocol and allows the seamless 
monitoring of infrared data, the mode of which 
changes from SIR (9600bps) to FIR (4Mbps). The 
kit has two optical emission levels (high and low), 
either one of which is selectable.

LE-PC300G
PC Link Software PC Link Software 

LE-PC800G

The remote monitor function allows to record the data measured by an analyzer on the 
hard disk of PC. The fixed buffer mode and ring buffer mode are available. The former 
stops recording when the specified data size is reached, and the latter records data 
endlessly within the limit of the specified size.

Records communication logs continuously on PC up to a maximum of 16GB

Multiple files of communications logs can be converted to text or CSV format for use on 
word processor or spreadsheet. Conversion to text is based on the print format of the 
analyzer. In consideration of analysis on general search tool, it is possible to delete 
decorative guides or time data, and to specify conversion of sender or receiver data only.

Allows the measurement data to be checked on your large PC screen. 

Enables simultaneous control of multiple analyzers from a PC

Converts the recorded data to text format or CSV format all at once

The system language alternates automatically between English and Japanese according 
to that of OS. This facilitates introduction of the software to development bases outside 
Japan.

Changes the System Language Automatically
When 16 GB is specified :

(e.g.: 8 MB x 2,000 files)
Target line speed *2

Approx. 960 hrs

Approx. 480 hrs

Approx. 240 hrs

When 1 GB is specified :
(e.g.: 1 MB x 1,000 files)

Approx. 60 hrs

Approx. 30 hrs

Approx. 15 hrs

9600bps

19200bps

38400bps
*1: In case of full-duplex communications line for transmission at 1 ms interval per 1 KB.
*2: Maximum communications speed that ensures recording of measurement data without failure will be about 1/5 of serial transfer 

speed between analyzer and PC.

[Standard time for continuous recording on hard disk *1]

PC Link Software supports serial connections through the COM port, USB 
connections, and LAN connections via LINEEYE SI-60 or SI-60F converter, 
thus enabling remote measurement by multiple analyzers connected at the 
same time. It also allows you to browse measurement data saved in the 
memory cards and convert data.

*1: The PC link software is not provided with USB cable. Prepare a USB cable if you intend to use USB connection.  The LE2-8V 
AUX cable provided to the analyzer is available in the case of serial connection. 

*2: An interface to read the CF card is required on the PC side. 

*1: SI-60/SI-60F are LAN-serial converter supported by LE-PC300G/LE-PC800G. Target analyzer is identified by specifying IP 
adress of SI-60/SI-60F on the remote setting window of LE-PC300G/LE-PC800G. 

*2: Optional AUX cable for DSUB 25 pin (LE2-8C). Set the DTE/DCE switch of SI-60 to DTE. 

[Serial connections and memory card]

LE-8200

PC Link Software Enhances the Link 
between Analyzers and your PC 

Measurement data 
Measurement data 

Target line PC with PC link software installed 

*2 *1

CF card

PC Link Software Enhances the Link 
between Analyzers and your PC 

*2: Cannot use this software together with OP-SB7GX/OP-SB7FX/OP-SB7F. 

Applicable Analyzer*1: LE-8200 Applicable Analyzers*1: LE-3500/2500/1500/7200/3200/2200/1200

 Normal display  HDLC translation display  Logic analyzer display 

Search key

PC

OS

Serial, USB, and LAN (with SI-60/SI-60F unit sold separately)

Multiple analyzers can be connected and controlled simultaneously.(No. of connectable analyzers depends on the performance of PC.)

Presents the analyzers display on the PC screen to enable control in a manner as if operating the analyzer.

Measurement conditions (communications parameters, trigger and simulation data) can be input and edited on the dedicated window on PC screen.

Starts/stops measurement with analyzer, displays the measurement data on PC screen, and records data continuously.

Fixed buffer mode (Records data up to the specified size) or ring buffer mode (Records 
data endlessly while leaving the latest data of the specified size) can be selected.

Max. 16 GB can be specified up to 2,000 files in the unit of 1/2/4/8 MB data file.

Selectable among raw data, protocol translation and logic analyzer waveform.

Displays communications data accompanied by idle time, time stamp and line status.
Character code (10 kinds) and character size (small/medium/large) can be changed.

Translates and displays SDLC, X.25 and LAPD protocols. (Target protocols planned to be increased.)

Enlarges and reduces waveform, measures time between cursors, and rearranges signals.

Display window size can be changed.

ASCII, EBCDIC, JIS7, JIS8, Baudot, Transcode, IPARS, EBCD, EBCDIK, HEX (including error codes)

Finds and displays the data that matches the search key.

Specified data string of max. 8 characters (don't care and bit mask can also be specified), idle time 
beyond a specified duration, specific time stamp (don't care can also be specified), error (parity, framing, 
BCC, break/abort, short frame: individual error type can be specified) external trigger matching data 

Specified number of recorded files can be converted to text or CSV format all together.

Analyzers display shown by key emulation can be saved to bitmap files.

PC / AT compatible CPU: Pentium3 1GHz or faster RAM: 512 MB or more (recommended)
 HDD: 5 MB + free bytes on the measurement data area

Windows® 2000 / XP / Vista® / 7/ 8

CD (Software) x 1, instruction manual x 1, user registration card x 1

connection port

Key emulation function

Measurement condition

Remote monitor function

Display modes

Display area

Character codes

Search function

Text-CSV conversion function

Bitmap conversion function

System requirements

Composition

Recording modes

Recording capacity

Raw data

Protocol translation

Logic analyzer waveform

No. of analyzers

Specification PC Link Software for CAN/LIN

*1: Cannot use this software together with 
OP-SB87/OP-SB88/OP-SB89/OP-SB84. 

LAN（１０/１００BASE-TX）

[Linking multiple analyzers by serial and LAN connections]

Tatget line

PC

Tatget line

※1
SI-60F

※2

※1
SI-60

LE-8200

Tatget line

※2

※1
SI-60

LE-3500

Tatget line

LE-8200 LE-8200

Optional measurement boards along with 
a variety of measurement cables expand 
the application range of the LE Series.

Note: The dedicated expansion board provided to the OP-SB5GL or OP-SB6G can be used in place of the SB-25L. The purchase of the SB-25L is 
unnecessary if the dedicated expansion board is on hand.

This software links your PC and the analyzer 
equipped with CAN/LIN communication 
expansion kit, thus, enabling analysis collected 
CAN/LIN data on the PC

● Serial, USB or LAN connection to the PC.
● Key emulation function for remote control.
● Record CAN/LIN data up to 16GB in the PC.
● Display specific ID frame in the specified line 
    at real-time.
● Search specified data/time stamp. Convert data 
     into text format.
● Set/edit the communication conditions of analyzer.
● Read measured data on the CF card.
● Environment: Windows® XP/ Vista®/ 7/ 8

LE-PC87
For OP-SB87

LE-PC7GX
For OP-SB7GX / OP-SB7F / OP-SB7FX
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* I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) is a serial interface standard 

for peripheral devices developed by Philips Corporation.

SDA

SCL

LE-3500／LE-2500／LE-1500 Options

TTL/I2C/SPI Communications Expansion Kit Infrared Communications Expansion Kit

* IrDA is half-duplex wireless communications 
protocol that uses infrared rays.

[Example of IrDA monitor display]

IR IR
IR: Infrared rays

High-speed HDLC/SPI Communications Firmware

This expansion firmware increases the baud rates of bit 
synchronous communications (e.g., HDLC/SDLC/X.25/CC-Link) 
and SPI communications up to 10Mbps. The firmware processes 
main measurement items completely with a field programmable 
gate array (FPGA), thus precisely capturing communications data 
along with time stamps in 1μs units. It is optimum for analyzing 
high-speed HDLC and SPI communications, such as RS-485 
multi-drop type of CC-link and TTL signal level on the PCBs.

*1: When using the standard measurement board. LE-25TB/LE-530TB are useful to connect to the target device.  
*2: OP-SB5GL is required.  
*3: OP-SB5GL is required for high-speed simulation of TTL/SPI.  

Simulation

HDLC, SDLC, X.25. CC-Link(NRZ/NRZI format, AR clock), SPI

RS-422/RS-485(RS-530 port)（*1）, TTL（*2）, SPI（*2）

FCS error (CRC-ITU-T), abort, short frame

Stop monitoring automatically when it detects data strings up to 8 characters(don't 
care and bit mask available), errors, or trigger input of external signal at low level.

Trigger data, error data, data string

Firmware CD, instruction manual.

Baud rate Half-duplex　　
Full duplex　

115.2 kbps ～ 10 Mbps（*3）

115.2 kbps ～ 5 Mbps（*3）

Time stamp

ID filter (HDLC)

6 digits (0 to 524287)
Resolution: 1ms, 100μs, 10μs, or 1μs(selectable)

2 characters (don't care and bit mask available)

Data table 16K data (in 16 tables)

Manual mode
Specified data string can be transmitted by key operations.
Able to set the idle time and repeat mode.

Interface

Protocol

Error check

On-line monitor

Trigger 

Data search

Composition

OP-SB5GL OP-SB6G

OP-FW10G

Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500/LE-1500 (*1) Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500

Applicable analyzers: LE-3500

Current Loop LINCAN

IrDASPII2CTTL CC-Link

Current Loop LINCAN

IrDASPII2CTTL CC-Link

Current Loop Adapter and Expansion Board

[OP-1C Current Loop Adapter] [SB-25L Expansion Board]

An adapter for current loop communications. It monitors 10 to 60mA lines up to 19.2Kbps, 
and simulates 20/40mA with passive node.

CAN/LIN Communications Expansion Kit

This expansion kit makes the measurement of up to 2 
channels simultaneously by using CAN and LIN 
communications used widely in FA systems and 
in-vehicle communications in flexible 
combination. It allows the simultaneous logic 
measurement and analog measurement of 
four external signals.

*CAN is the communications protocol for in-vehicle 
network developed by Robert Bosch GmbH. LIN is 
communications protocol for in-vehicle network 
proposed by automobile manufacturers in Europe.

[Example of CAN/LIN monitor display]

*1：Settings in the Analyzer selectable with a relay.

CAN: Conforms to ISO11898/ISO11519-2 standards (*1)(DSUB9-pin connector)
LIN: Conforms to ISO9141 standards (header 3-pin connector)

CAN: Equivalent to TJA1050/1054,　LIN:Equivalent to TJA1021

2 channels in total of CAN/LIN in combination

CAN2.0B, DeviceNet, LIN(Rev 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.0, 2.1)

CAN: 1 Mbps max.  LIN：26 Kbps max.

Arbitrary baud rate settings possible

Monitor/Simulation/Trigger

Real-time display of 4-channel external signal state with LED.

Record signal logic in synchronization with data. Continuous measurement of voltage. (Measurement range：±15V)

Dedicated expansion board, DB9 monitor cable x 2, 3-wire probe cable x 2, and 8-wire probe cable

Interface

Transceiver

No.of measurement channels

Protocol

External signal input

Composition

Baud rate

Test function

*1：The baud rate is restricted by the cable length and current value. 
*2：The signal polarity is set in the analyzer. OP-1C is not provided with DIP switches for polarity switching equivalent to that of the conventional model OP-1B. 

RS-232C, Current loop communications (4-pole terminal block)

SD, RD

19.2 Kbps max. (*1)

Monitor/Simulation

10～60mA

Normal/inversion (*2)

Passive test and active test
Active current：20/40 mA (selectable with DIP switch)

60(W)×100(D)×20(H)mm, Approx. 180g

Dedicated adapter and relay cable

Interface

Measurement signal

Baud rate 

Function

Monitor current level

Signal polarity

Simulation mode

OP-1C dimensions and mass

OP-1C accessories

OP-SB7GX OP-1C SB-25L
Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500 Applicable analyzers: Refer to P15 Applicable analyzers: LE-3500/LE-2500/LE-1500

CAN
LIN

*1: The expansion kit is in automatic tracking control of MIR (at 576 kbps or 1.152 Mbps) or FIR (at 4Mbps) while the expansion kit is in monitoring. 
Due to the performance of the analyzer, however, continuous data may not be correctly captured midway. 

*2: LE-2500 does not support. 
*3: Cannot have the BERT for IrDA. 

RS-232C, Infrared rays (IrDA/ASK)  

SD, RD

IrDA1.1 (SIR/MIR/FIR (*1)), ASK

Monitor/Simulation/BERT (*3)

2400, 9600, 19.2K, 38.4K, 57.6K, 115.2K, 576K, 1.152M (*2)

Automatically detects and follows IrLAP protocol (*1)

High/low interchangeable

Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, probe pod

Interface

Measurement signal

Protocol

Test function

Baud rate (bps)

Output emission level

Composition

Interface

Probe signal

*1: SPI is only available with LE-3500. LE-1500 does not support I2C/SPI. 
*2: Only monitoring function is available for BURST. BERT testing of I2C/SPI  is not supported. 
*3: When the continuous transfer is less than 1Kbyte, Max 5Mbps at monitoring and Max 2.048 Mbps at simulation. 
*4: Applied in monitoring. Max 5Mbps at simulation. 

TTL/ CMOS signal level

Threshold of input level

Protocol

Test function

Baud rate

RS-232C, TTL / CMOS (for I2C and SPI (*1))

SD(SDA/SDO), RD(SDI), RS(SS), CS, EX IN, SDCLK(SCL/SCK), RDCLK,
Trigger IN, Trigger Out ［Lead length：170mm］

5.0V/3.3V/2.5V/1.8V selectable.

[5.0V] High: min. 3.5V, Low: max. 1.5V
[3.3V] High: min. 2.0V, Low: max. 0.8V
[2.5V] High: min. 1.7V, Low: max. 0.7V
[1.8V] High: min. 1.2V, Low: max. 0.6V

I2C, SPI (*1), BURST

Monitor / Simulation / BERT (*2)

SPI：50bps to 2.048Mbps (*3). When using with OP-FW10G, 115.2Kbps to 10Mbps (*4)

I2C：max. 1Mbps (On simulation 50K, 100K, 200K, 384K, 417K, 1Mbps)

[Example of I2C monitor display]

Composition Dedicated expansion board, relay cable, probe pod

[HDLC protocol setting screen]

This expansion kit measures RS-232C(V.24) and 
TTL/C-MOS signal. TTL/C-MOS port support a wide 
range of voltage (1.8V～5V) and allows the direct probing 
connection of signals between LSI and IC on PCBs. 
Monitoring and simulating the I2C/SPI(*1) communication 
is possible besides UART communications and  HDLC 
communications. Furthermore, BURST measurement 
mode which captures all data synchronizing the clock 
signals is available.

This expansion kit is provided with a probe pod for 
monitoring IrDA and ASK infrared communications. 
IrDA monitor function makes it possible to change 
communications speed automatically according to 
the IrLAP protocol and allows the seamless 
monitoring of infrared data, the mode of which 
changes from SIR (9600bps) to FIR (4Mbps). The 
kit has two optical emission levels (high and low), 
either one of which is selectable.

LE-PC300G
PC Link Software PC Link Software 

LE-PC800G

The remote monitor function allows to record the data measured by an analyzer on the 
hard disk of PC. The fixed buffer mode and ring buffer mode are available. The former 
stops recording when the specified data size is reached, and the latter records data 
endlessly within the limit of the specified size.

Records communication logs continuously on PC up to a maximum of 16GB

Multiple files of communications logs can be converted to text or CSV format for use on 
word processor or spreadsheet. Conversion to text is based on the print format of the 
analyzer. In consideration of analysis on general search tool, it is possible to delete 
decorative guides or time data, and to specify conversion of sender or receiver data only.

Allows the measurement data to be checked on your large PC screen. 

Enables simultaneous control of multiple analyzers from a PC

Converts the recorded data to text format or CSV format all at once

The system language alternates automatically between English and Japanese according 
to that of OS. This facilitates introduction of the software to development bases outside 
Japan.

Changes the System Language Automatically
When 16 GB is specified :

(e.g.: 8 MB x 2,000 files)
Target line speed *2

Approx. 960 hrs

Approx. 480 hrs

Approx. 240 hrs

When 1 GB is specified :
(e.g.: 1 MB x 1,000 files)

Approx. 60 hrs

Approx. 30 hrs

Approx. 15 hrs

9600bps

19200bps

38400bps
*1: In case of full-duplex communications line for transmission at 1 ms interval per 1 KB.
*2: Maximum communications speed that ensures recording of measurement data without failure will be about 1/5 of serial transfer 

speed between analyzer and PC.

[Standard time for continuous recording on hard disk *1]

PC Link Software supports serial connections through the COM port, USB 
connections, and LAN connections via LINEEYE SI-60 or SI-60F converter, 
thus enabling remote measurement by multiple analyzers connected at the 
same time. It also allows you to browse measurement data saved in the 
memory cards and convert data.

*1: The PC link software is not provided with USB cable. Prepare a USB cable if you intend to use USB connection.  The LE2-8V 
AUX cable provided to the analyzer is available in the case of serial connection. 

*2: An interface to read the CF card is required on the PC side. 

*1: SI-60/SI-60F are LAN-serial converter supported by LE-PC300G/LE-PC800G. Target analyzer is identified by specifying IP 
adress of SI-60/SI-60F on the remote setting window of LE-PC300G/LE-PC800G. 

*2: Optional AUX cable for DSUB 25 pin (LE2-8C). Set the DTE/DCE switch of SI-60 to DTE. 

[Serial connections and memory card]

LE-8200

PC Link Software Enhances the Link 
between Analyzers and your PC 

Measurement data 
Measurement data 

Target line PC with PC link software installed 

*2 *1

CF card

PC Link Software Enhances the Link 
between Analyzers and your PC 

*2: Cannot use this software together with OP-SB7GX/OP-SB7FX/OP-SB7F. 

Applicable Analyzer*1: LE-8200 Applicable Analyzers*1: LE-3500/2500/1500/7200/3200/2200/1200

 Normal display  HDLC translation display  Logic analyzer display 

Search key

PC

OS

Serial, USB, and LAN (with SI-60/SI-60F unit sold separately)

Multiple analyzers can be connected and controlled simultaneously.(No. of connectable analyzers depends on the performance of PC.)

Presents the analyzers display on the PC screen to enable control in a manner as if operating the analyzer.

Measurement conditions (communications parameters, trigger and simulation data) can be input and edited on the dedicated window on PC screen.

Starts/stops measurement with analyzer, displays the measurement data on PC screen, and records data continuously.

Fixed buffer mode (Records data up to the specified size) or ring buffer mode (Records 
data endlessly while leaving the latest data of the specified size) can be selected.

Max. 16 GB can be specified up to 2,000 files in the unit of 1/2/4/8 MB data file.

Selectable among raw data, protocol translation and logic analyzer waveform.

Displays communications data accompanied by idle time, time stamp and line status.
Character code (10 kinds) and character size (small/medium/large) can be changed.

Translates and displays SDLC, X.25 and LAPD protocols. (Target protocols planned to be increased.)

Enlarges and reduces waveform, measures time between cursors, and rearranges signals.

Display window size can be changed.

ASCII, EBCDIC, JIS7, JIS8, Baudot, Transcode, IPARS, EBCD, EBCDIK, HEX (including error codes)

Finds and displays the data that matches the search key.

Specified data string of max. 8 characters (don't care and bit mask can also be specified), idle time 
beyond a specified duration, specific time stamp (don't care can also be specified), error (parity, framing, 
BCC, break/abort, short frame: individual error type can be specified) external trigger matching data 

Specified number of recorded files can be converted to text or CSV format all together.

Analyzers display shown by key emulation can be saved to bitmap files.

PC / AT compatible CPU: Pentium3 1GHz or faster RAM: 512 MB or more (recommended)
 HDD: 5 MB + free bytes on the measurement data area

Windows® 2000 / XP / Vista® / 7/ 8

CD (Software) x 1, instruction manual x 1, user registration card x 1

connection port

Key emulation function

Measurement condition

Remote monitor function

Display modes

Display area

Character codes

Search function

Text-CSV conversion function

Bitmap conversion function

System requirements

Composition

Recording modes

Recording capacity

Raw data

Protocol translation

Logic analyzer waveform

No. of analyzers

Specification PC Link Software for CAN/LIN

*1: Cannot use this software together with 
OP-SB87/OP-SB88/OP-SB89/OP-SB84. 

LAN（１０/１００BASE-TX）

[Linking multiple analyzers by serial and LAN connections]

Tatget line

PC

Tatget line

※1
SI-60F

※2

※1
SI-60

LE-8200

Tatget line

※2

※1
SI-60

LE-3500

Tatget line

LE-8200 LE-8200

Optional measurement boards along with 
a variety of measurement cables expand 
the application range of the LE Series.

Note: The dedicated expansion board provided to the OP-SB5GL or OP-SB6G can be used in place of the SB-25L. The purchase of the SB-25L is 
unnecessary if the dedicated expansion board is on hand.

This software links your PC and the analyzer 
equipped with CAN/LIN communication 
expansion kit, thus, enabling analysis collected 
CAN/LIN data on the PC

● Serial, USB or LAN connection to the PC.
● Key emulation function for remote control.
● Record CAN/LIN data up to 16GB in the PC.
● Display specific ID frame in the specified line 
    at real-time.
● Search specified data/time stamp. Convert data 
     into text format.
● Set/edit the communication conditions of analyzer.
● Read measured data on the CF card.
● Environment: Windows® XP/ Vista®/ 7/ 8

LE-PC87
For OP-SB87

LE-PC7GX
For OP-SB7GX / OP-SB7F / OP-SB7FX



Cables / terminal blocks

Compact thermal Printer

1.5m 0.1m

DB25(Female) DB25(Male)DB25(Male)

Monitor cable for DSUB 25-pin

LE-25M1
Branch cable for monitoring communication 
lines over general DSUB 25-pin. 
*Same as the cable packed with LE-8200 / LE-3500 / 
LE-2500 / LE-1500 / LE-150PS / LE-200PS

Monitor cable for DSUB 9-pin

LE-259M1
Branch cable for measuring RS-232C over
DSUB 9-pin of PC, etc.

1.5m 0.2m

DB9(Male)DB9(Female)DB25(Male)

Options for Portable Protocol Analyzer 

Cables / Memory Cards /
        Printer / Small Options 

Variety of cables and terminal blocks 
facilitate the connections.  
Memory cards and compact printers 
help you log the data. 

Options

Roll paper

TP-411L
Thermal roll paper for 
DPU-414-41B-E. 10 rolls per carton.
Width: 112mm
Length per roll: Approx. 28m

Battery pack for DPU-414

BP-4005-E
Same as NiMH battery built-in 
DPU-414-41B-E.
4.8V, 1100mAh

Memory Card / AC Adapter / Battery Pack
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1.5m 0.1m

DB9(Female)DB9(Male)

DB9 monitor cable

LE-009M1
Monitor cable for measuring CAN 
and FlexRay over DSUB 9-pin.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB88/OP-SB87/OP-SB7GX.

Handy thermal printer for on-site printout of measurements

Accessories for LE-7200/LE-3200/LE-2200/LE-1200 and other old models

Support all printing formats of the analyzer
Supports all printing formats of the analyzer, such as the 
hard-copy printing of display, continuous printing of logic 
analyzer waveform and statistically analyzed graph as well 
as continuous printing of measurement.

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Relay 
cable, Probe pod

OP-SB5F

An expansion kit for 3.3/5V TTL level communications which is frequently used between LSI's on the circuit 
board. It also enables you to analyze I2C and clock synchronous communication. 

An expansion kit which enables to analyze CAN (ISO11898/ISO11519-2) that  is widely used in automotive 
and factory automation field. It supports CAN communication analysis at Max. speed 1 Mbps and 
simultaneous measurement of 2 channels of DeviceNet communications data. 

An expansion kit which supports the analysis of CAN (ISO11898/ISO11519-2) at Max.speed 1 Mbps and 
also LIN (ISO9141) at Max.speed 20 Kbps. It can measure up to 2 channels of CAN/LIN communications 
data simultaneously. 

An expansion board and probe pod for Infrared ray communications such as IrDA (SIR/MIR/FIR) and ASK. 
It's monitoring function supports automatic setting of communication speed according to IrDA protocol. 

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Relay 
cable, IrDA probe pod

OP-SB6F
TTL/I2C Expansion Kit

CAN Communications Expansion Kit

Infrared Communications Expansion Kit (IrDA, ASK)

CAN/LIN Communications Expansion Kit

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Firmware 
CD, DB9 Monitor cable 

OP-SB7F
Composition: Dedicated expansion board, DB9 

Monitor cable, 3-wire probe cable, 
firmware CD 

OP-SB7FX

[Example of display hard-copy printing]
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Terminal block for RS-530 port

LE-530TB
Convert TXD/RXD/GND on R5-530 port to 
terminal block specification. 

8 1

20 4
7 5
6 6
4 7
5 8

22 9

3 2
2

(DCD)

(DTR)
(GND)
(DSR)
(RTS)
(CTS)
(RI)

(RxD)
(TxD) 3

Dsub25 Dsub9 Dsub9

X.21 Monitor cable

LE-25Y15
Branch cable for measuring X.20/21 over DSUB 
15-pin. (Shield type)

Compact thermal Printer

DPU-414-41B-E

AC adapter for DPU-414-41B-E

PW-C0725-W1-U

Built-in battery, dedicated roll paper (x1) included.
*AC adapter and cable are not prepared. Provide them 

separately.

Export the data via AUX port 
(or parallel port)*.

*LE-8200/3500/2500/1500 cannot export via parallel. 

RS-530 Terminal block

GND
TXD−
TXD+

RXD+
RXD−

RoHS Compatible

Prints 40 digits per line in normal mode and 80 digits in 
reduced mode.

Incorporates eco-friendly NiMH battery.

Supports Centronics parallel and RS-232C ports.

Dimensions: 160(W)x 170(D)x 67(H)mm

Weight: Approx. 690g (including built-in NiMH battery)

Print data capturing software PC Buffering Software

Firmware for High-speed HDLC mode

Applicable analyzers ： LE-7000/3100/2100/1100

Composition: Software CD, AUX cable (LE2-8V)

PC Link Software

An adapter for current loop communication. It can monitor 10 - 60mA current level up to 19.2kbps and have 
the active node simulation of 20/40mA.

Adapter for Current Loop

OP-1C
Composition:Adapter, Relay cable

※Need to have SB-20L when using this adapter on the 
LE-7200/3200/2200/1200. The dedicated expansion board 
provided to the OP-SB5F or OP-SB6F can be used in place 
of the SB-20L

Expansion Board

SB-20L

A dedicated expansion board used together with Current loop 
adapter, OP-1C.

Composition:Dedicated expansion board

※It is unnecessary to use this 
board when using OP-1C 
on the LE-3100/2100/1100 
which have the TTL Port.

LE-PC7GX
PC Link Software for CAN/LIN Data

OP-FW10A PC link software which can display and record measured 
data on the PC. It enables you to control multiple analyzers 
from the PC as remote control.  >> Refer to P11

LE-PC300G

A software to capture the print data from analyzer to PC 
through serial port (AUX port). It supports Windows® 2000/XP. 

This software helps you do remote control of the analyzer from 
your PC and also enables to record communication data 
continuously to hard disk. It supports Windows® 2000/XP. 

A PC link software which can display CAN/LIN data measured 
by OP-SB7F/OP-SB7FX on the PC. It also have seach and text 
conversion function.

A firmware to upgrade protocol analyzer to dedicated analyzer that is 
specialized for High-speed HDLC and X.25 up to 10Mbps. It enables the 
analyzer to extract Synchronizing clock from transmitted/received data. 

Thus the analyzer can support high-speed RS-485 communications lacking clock signal such as CC-Link. 

LE-PC100 LE-PC200
Applicable analyzers ： LE-3100※/2100※/1100

Composition: Software CD, AUX cable (LE2-8V)

※Available from Octorber 2001 for LE-3100/2100

Input: AC100V～240V
Output: DC7.0V, 2.5A(center    )

For use in Japan/US.
For use  in other countries, please 
contact us for more infomation.

*Same as the carrying bag 
packed with analyzer.

2G byte CF card

CF-2GX
2G byte compact flash card

8G byte CF card

CF-8GX
8G byte compact flash card

Input : AC100, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC6V, 500mA 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)

AC adapter
VFN-650B

NiMH battery pack for replacement 

P-20S
NiMH battery pack for replacement

P-19S
NiCad battery pack for replacement

P-18S
Carrying Bag

LEB-01

Probe Unit

LCU-01
Cable unit with test clips suits 
to the TTL probe pod of 
OP-SB85L.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB5F / OP-5M / OP-SB5GL / 
OP-SB85L

*Do not sell the PC adapter only.

2G byte CF card

MC-2GCF
16G byte CF card

CF-16GX
16G byte compact flash card

32G byte CF card

CF-32GX
32G byte compact flash card

Terminal block for DSUB 25-pin

LE-25TB
Converts all signals on DSUB 25-pin to terminal 
block specification.

DB25 Terminal block 
1 1
2 2
3 3

25 25

1.2m

DB15(Male)

DB15(Female) 
DB25(Male)

RS-449 Monitor cable

LE-25Y37
Branch cable for measuring 
RS-449 over DSUB 37-pin. 
(Shield type)

V.35 Monitor cable

LE-25M34
Branch cable for measuring 
V.35 over M34-pin. 
(Shield type)

1.5m

DB25(Male)DB25(Male)

RS-530 cable

LE-25S530
A twisted pair cable for RS-530
(Shield type)

1.2m

DB37(Male)

DB37(Female) 
DB25(Male)

1.5m

M34(Male)

M34(Female) 
DB25(Male)

AUX cable for DSUB 9-pin

LE2-8V
Cable for connecting AUX 
(RS-232C) port of an analyzer 
with PC (DSUB 9-pin DTE 
specification).
*Length:2.5m
*Same as the the cable packed with 
analyzer.

3 Line probe cable

LE-3LP
Probe cable with IC clips for 
measuring LIN
and FlexRay signal.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB88/OP-SB87/OP-SB7GX/ 
OP-SB7FX.

External signal cable

LE-4TG
Probe cable for inputing/ 
outputing external signal.
*Same as the cable packed with analyzer.

3 Line probe cable

LE-3LP2
Probe cable with test clips suits 
to analog input connecter of 
OP-SB85L

*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB85L/OP-SB85IR/OP-SB85C

AUX cable for DPU-414

LE2-8P
Cable for connecting AUX 
(RS-232C) port of analyzer 
and serial port of DPU-414 
(printer).
*Length:1.5m

AUX cable for DSUB 25-pin

LE2-8C
Cable for connecting DSUB 
25-pin DTE external device  
with AUX (RS-232C) port of 
analyzer.
*Length:1.5m

Printer Cable

SC-14N36
Cable for connecting printer 
port of analyzer and thermal 
printer, DPU-414 
・Amphenol connecter 14pin-36pin
・Length1.5m

Wide input AC adapter

3A-183WP09
Input : AC100-240V, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC9V, 2A 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)
*Same as the AC adapter packed  with 
 analyzer

Wide input AC adapter

FRA018-S09-U
Input : AC100-240V, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC9V, 1.67A 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)

2G byte compact flash card
 (with PC card adapter)

DB9(Male)

*Replacement for 3A-161WP09

Size : W360×D120×H200mm

Bag with pockets for storing 
and carrying accessories such 
as AC adapter, cables, etc.

Rating: 6V, 2100mAh Rating: 4.8V, 1900mAh Rating: 4.8V, 1800mAh

*An auxiliary and 
replacement battery 
equivalent to the 
LE-3500/2500/1500/1200/
7200/3200/2200 built-in 
battery.

*Applicable model: 
LE-7000/3100/2100/1100
/3000/2000/1000

*An auxiliary and 
replacement battery 
equivalent to the LE-8200 
built-in battery.
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Cables / terminal blocks

Compact thermal Printer

1.5m 0.1m

DB25(Female) DB25(Male)DB25(Male)

Monitor cable for DSUB 25-pin

LE-25M1
Branch cable for monitoring communication 
lines over general DSUB 25-pin. 
*Same as the cable packed with LE-8200 / LE-3500 / 
LE-2500 / LE-1500 / LE-150PS / LE-200PS

Monitor cable for DSUB 9-pin

LE-259M1
Branch cable for measuring RS-232C over
DSUB 9-pin of PC, etc.

1.5m 0.2m

DB9(Male)DB9(Female)DB25(Male)

Options for Portable Protocol Analyzer 

Cables / Memory Cards /
        Printer / Small Options 

Variety of cables and terminal blocks 
facilitate the connections.  
Memory cards and compact printers 
help you log the data. 

Options

Roll paper

TP-411L
Thermal roll paper for 
DPU-414-41B-E. 10 rolls per carton.
Width: 112mm
Length per roll: Approx. 28m

Battery pack for DPU-414

BP-4005-E
Same as NiMH battery built-in 
DPU-414-41B-E.
4.8V, 1100mAh

Memory Card / AC Adapter / Battery Pack
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1.5m 0.1m

DB9(Female)DB9(Male)

DB9 monitor cable

LE-009M1
Monitor cable for measuring CAN 
and FlexRay over DSUB 9-pin.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB88/OP-SB87/OP-SB7GX.

Handy thermal printer for on-site printout of measurements

Accessories for LE-7200/LE-3200/LE-2200/LE-1200 and other old models

Support all printing formats of the analyzer
Supports all printing formats of the analyzer, such as the 
hard-copy printing of display, continuous printing of logic 
analyzer waveform and statistically analyzed graph as well 
as continuous printing of measurement.

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Relay 
cable, Probe pod

OP-SB5F

An expansion kit for 3.3/5V TTL level communications which is frequently used between LSI's on the circuit 
board. It also enables you to analyze I2C and clock synchronous communication. 

An expansion kit which enables to analyze CAN (ISO11898/ISO11519-2) that  is widely used in automotive 
and factory automation field. It supports CAN communication analysis at Max. speed 1 Mbps and 
simultaneous measurement of 2 channels of DeviceNet communications data. 

An expansion kit which supports the analysis of CAN (ISO11898/ISO11519-2) at Max.speed 1 Mbps and 
also LIN (ISO9141) at Max.speed 20 Kbps. It can measure up to 2 channels of CAN/LIN communications 
data simultaneously. 

An expansion board and probe pod for Infrared ray communications such as IrDA (SIR/MIR/FIR) and ASK. 
It's monitoring function supports automatic setting of communication speed according to IrDA protocol. 

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Relay 
cable, IrDA probe pod

OP-SB6F
TTL/I2C Expansion Kit

CAN Communications Expansion Kit

Infrared Communications Expansion Kit (IrDA, ASK)

CAN/LIN Communications Expansion Kit

Composition: Dedicated expansion board, Firmware 
CD, DB9 Monitor cable 

OP-SB7F
Composition: Dedicated expansion board, DB9 

Monitor cable, 3-wire probe cable, 
firmware CD 

OP-SB7FX

[Example of display hard-copy printing]
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Terminal block for RS-530 port

LE-530TB
Convert TXD/RXD/GND on R5-530 port to 
terminal block specification. 

8 1

20 4
7 5
6 6
4 7
5 8

22 9

3 2
2

(DCD)

(DTR)
(GND)
(DSR)
(RTS)
(CTS)
(RI)

(RxD)
(TxD) 3

Dsub25 Dsub9 Dsub9

X.21 Monitor cable

LE-25Y15
Branch cable for measuring X.20/21 over DSUB 
15-pin. (Shield type)

Compact thermal Printer

DPU-414-41B-E

AC adapter for DPU-414-41B-E

PW-C0725-W1-U

Built-in battery, dedicated roll paper (x1) included.
*AC adapter and cable are not prepared. Provide them 

separately.

Export the data via AUX port 
(or parallel port)*.

*LE-8200/3500/2500/1500 cannot export via parallel. 

RS-530 Terminal block

GND
TXD−
TXD+

RXD+
RXD−

RoHS Compatible

Prints 40 digits per line in normal mode and 80 digits in 
reduced mode.

Incorporates eco-friendly NiMH battery.

Supports Centronics parallel and RS-232C ports.

Dimensions: 160(W)x 170(D)x 67(H)mm

Weight: Approx. 690g (including built-in NiMH battery)

Print data capturing software PC Buffering Software

Firmware for High-speed HDLC mode

Applicable analyzers ： LE-7000/3100/2100/1100

Composition: Software CD, AUX cable (LE2-8V)

PC Link Software

An adapter for current loop communication. It can monitor 10 - 60mA current level up to 19.2kbps and have 
the active node simulation of 20/40mA.

Adapter for Current Loop

OP-1C
Composition:Adapter, Relay cable

※Need to have SB-20L when using this adapter on the 
LE-7200/3200/2200/1200. The dedicated expansion board 
provided to the OP-SB5F or OP-SB6F can be used in place 
of the SB-20L

Expansion Board

SB-20L

A dedicated expansion board used together with Current loop 
adapter, OP-1C.

Composition:Dedicated expansion board

※It is unnecessary to use this 
board when using OP-1C 
on the LE-3100/2100/1100 
which have the TTL Port.

LE-PC7GX
PC Link Software for CAN/LIN Data

OP-FW10A PC link software which can display and record measured 
data on the PC. It enables you to control multiple analyzers 
from the PC as remote control.  >> Refer to P11

LE-PC300G

A software to capture the print data from analyzer to PC 
through serial port (AUX port). It supports Windows® 2000/XP. 

This software helps you do remote control of the analyzer from 
your PC and also enables to record communication data 
continuously to hard disk. It supports Windows® 2000/XP. 

A PC link software which can display CAN/LIN data measured 
by OP-SB7F/OP-SB7FX on the PC. It also have seach and text 
conversion function.

A firmware to upgrade protocol analyzer to dedicated analyzer that is 
specialized for High-speed HDLC and X.25 up to 10Mbps. It enables the 
analyzer to extract Synchronizing clock from transmitted/received data. 

Thus the analyzer can support high-speed RS-485 communications lacking clock signal such as CC-Link. 

LE-PC100 LE-PC200
Applicable analyzers ： LE-3100※/2100※/1100

Composition: Software CD, AUX cable (LE2-8V)

※Available from Octorber 2001 for LE-3100/2100

Input: AC100V～240V
Output: DC7.0V, 2.5A(center    )

For use in Japan/US.
For use  in other countries, please 
contact us for more infomation.

*Same as the carrying bag 
packed with analyzer.

2G byte CF card

CF-2GX
2G byte compact flash card

8G byte CF card

CF-8GX
8G byte compact flash card

Input : AC100, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC6V, 500mA 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)

AC adapter
VFN-650B

NiMH battery pack for replacement 

P-20S
NiMH battery pack for replacement

P-19S
NiCad battery pack for replacement

P-18S
Carrying Bag

LEB-01

Probe Unit

LCU-01
Cable unit with test clips suits 
to the TTL probe pod of 
OP-SB85L.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB5F / OP-5M / OP-SB5GL / 
OP-SB85L

*Do not sell the PC adapter only.

2G byte CF card

MC-2GCF
16G byte CF card

CF-16GX
16G byte compact flash card

32G byte CF card

CF-32GX
32G byte compact flash card

Terminal block for DSUB 25-pin

LE-25TB
Converts all signals on DSUB 25-pin to terminal 
block specification.

DB25 Terminal block 
1 1
2 2
3 3

25 25

1.2m

DB15(Male)

DB15(Female) 
DB25(Male)

RS-449 Monitor cable

LE-25Y37
Branch cable for measuring 
RS-449 over DSUB 37-pin. 
(Shield type)

V.35 Monitor cable

LE-25M34
Branch cable for measuring 
V.35 over M34-pin. 
(Shield type)

1.5m

DB25(Male)DB25(Male)

RS-530 cable

LE-25S530
A twisted pair cable for RS-530
(Shield type)

1.2m

DB37(Male)

DB37(Female) 
DB25(Male)

1.5m

M34(Male)

M34(Female) 
DB25(Male)

AUX cable for DSUB 9-pin

LE2-8V
Cable for connecting AUX 
(RS-232C) port of an analyzer 
with PC (DSUB 9-pin DTE 
specification).
*Length:2.5m
*Same as the the cable packed with 
analyzer.

3 Line probe cable

LE-3LP
Probe cable with IC clips for 
measuring LIN
and FlexRay signal.
*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB88/OP-SB87/OP-SB7GX/ 
OP-SB7FX.

External signal cable

LE-4TG
Probe cable for inputing/ 
outputing external signal.
*Same as the cable packed with analyzer.

3 Line probe cable

LE-3LP2
Probe cable with test clips suits 
to analog input connecter of 
OP-SB85L

*Same as the cable packed with 
OP-SB85L/OP-SB85IR/OP-SB85C

AUX cable for DPU-414

LE2-8P
Cable for connecting AUX 
(RS-232C) port of analyzer 
and serial port of DPU-414 
(printer).
*Length:1.5m

AUX cable for DSUB 25-pin

LE2-8C
Cable for connecting DSUB 
25-pin DTE external device  
with AUX (RS-232C) port of 
analyzer.
*Length:1.5m

Printer Cable

SC-14N36
Cable for connecting printer 
port of analyzer and thermal 
printer, DPU-414 
・Amphenol connecter 14pin-36pin
・Length1.5m

Wide input AC adapter

3A-183WP09
Input : AC100-240V, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC9V, 2A 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)
*Same as the AC adapter packed  with 
 analyzer

Wide input AC adapter

FRA018-S09-U
Input : AC100-240V, 50/60Hz 
Output : DC9V, 1.67A 
Plug : center
   2.1mm(5.5mm outside)

2G byte compact flash card
 (with PC card adapter)

DB9(Male)

*Replacement for 3A-161WP09

Size : W360×D120×H200mm

Bag with pockets for storing 
and carrying accessories such 
as AC adapter, cables, etc.

Rating: 6V, 2100mAh Rating: 4.8V, 1900mAh Rating: 4.8V, 1800mAh

*An auxiliary and 
replacement battery 
equivalent to the 
LE-3500/2500/1500/1200/
7200/3200/2200 built-in 
battery.

*Applicable model: 
LE-7000/3100/2100/1100
/3000/2000/1000

*An auxiliary and 
replacement battery 
equivalent to the LE-8200 
built-in battery.
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Comparative Chart of Communications Analyzers Options of Communication Analyzer

*1: By the configuration of analyzer, it can be converted to the port for V.35 which contains the mixture of RS-422 and RS-232C. *2: The measurement of SPI is done by BURST mode, in which all data is captured in synch with clock edge. *3: 
Measurement of I2C and SPI is not supported. *4: SIR, MIR and FIR of IrDA communications are automatically followed by this function, but measuring performance for MIR and FIR is restricted by speed of the analyzer. *5: 
Transmission/reception data, idle time, time stamp, line status consume 4 bytes of memory at each capture. *6: When the data transfer from the analyzer to PC encounter a delay, an amount of data up to the capacity of this memory is 
preserved. *7: At the end of the measurement, this function automatically saves the measurement data in the CF card. *8: To enable the function, a dedicated firmware (OP-FW12G) for HDLC half duplex communications (e.g. CC-Link) is 
required. *9: To enable the function, a dedicated firmware (OP-FW10G) for HDLC half duplex communications (e.g. CC-Link) is required. *10: You can configure the setting of transmission and reception separately. *11: Cannot detect the 
errors which will not occur under ASYNC communications such as abort and short frame. *12: At the measurement of RS-232C, it indicates 3 status of ON (red), OFF (green) and NC(off) for each lines of SD, RD, RS(RST), CS(CTS), ER(DTR), 
DR(DSR), CD(DCD), CI(RI), ST1(TXC1), ST2(TXC2) and RT(RXC).And at the measurement of communications other than RS-232C, it indicates 2 status of ON (red) and OFF(green) for signals of each interface. *13: LED of red and green light 
(green for SD, red for RD). *14: Resolution of time stamps which indicate the elapsed time from the start of measurement. For conventional real-time time stamp, 3 steps of settings are available:“Day/Hr/Min”, “Hr/Min/Sec” and “Min/Sec/10ms”. 
*15: Operation is not guaranteed with memory cards not specified by LINEEYE. LE-150PS supports 8GB SDHC card after firmware's version 1.05.*16: Under the normal operation.(LCD back light of LE-3500 is turned off.) *17: Any projecting 
parts like Hand straps are not included in dimensions. *18: DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, Serial AUX cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, Line state sheet x1, AC adapter x1, carrying bag x1, Hand strap x1, Utility CD x1, instruction manual 
x1, warranty card x1 *19: Carrying bag x1, DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, Serial AUX cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, AC adapter x1, Utility CD x1, instruction manual x1, warranty card x1 *20: DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, mini USB 
cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, SDHC card, PC software, instruction manual x1, warranty card x1

 :Standard equipped function :To enable the function, optional accessory described in "[ ]" is required.
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*1: SPI not supported. *2: I2C not supported. *3: Expansion Kit (OP-SB85L or OP-SB85IR) is required. *4: Expansion Board (SB-25L) is required. *5: Expansion Board (SB-20L) is required. *6: The communication where current makes Mark condition is 
not supported. *7: LE-2200 does not support. *8: This is supported after the firmware's version 1.06. *9: CF card is available but PC card adapter attached to this product is not. *10: This is supported after the firmware's version 1.10 of LE-3200/2200. 
*11: This is supported after firmware's version 1.12. *12: This is supported after firmware's version 1.05. *13: Control signals of V.35 not supported on LE-2500/2200. *14: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB87) and available as a spare cable. 
*15: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7GX) and available as a spare cable. *16: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7F/OP-SB7FX) and available as a spare cable. *17: This is available with the adapter for RS-422/485 
(OP-2B(the sale end)). *18: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7FX) and available as a spare cable. *19: This is not available with OP-SB87/88/89/84. *20: This is not available with OP-SB7GX/7FX/7F. *21: Expansion Kit (OP-SB87) is 
required. *22: Expansion Kit (OP-SB7GX/7F/7FX) is required. *23: This is available with the products of version A of LE-3100 or LE-2100, which are made after October 2001.
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○

○

△※13

△※16

△※18

○

○

○

○

○

 ×

○※20

△※22

○

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

Options Model

OP-SB85IR

OP-SB85C

OP-SB87

OP-SB5F

OP-SB6F

OP-SB6G

OP-SB7F

OP-SB7FX

OP-SB7GX

OP-FW10G

OP-FW12G

OP-FW10

OP-1C

SB-20L

SB-25L

OP-5M

CF-16GX

CF-8GX

CF-2GX

MC-2GCF

DPU-414-PA

DPU-414-CA

LE-25M1

LE-259M1

LE-25TB

LE-5TB

LE-25Y15

LE-25Y37

LE-25M34

LE-009M1

LE-3LP

LE-25S530

LE-4TG

LE2-8V

LE2-8C

LE2-8P

LE-PC300G

△※21  ×  ×  ×  × ×LE-PC87

LE-PC7GX

LE-PC800G

LEB-01

P-20S

P-19S

P-18S

3A-183WP09

FRA018-S09-U

LE-DIN13

 ×  ×  ×  × ○ ×VFN-650B  × × ×  ×

LE-8200 LE-3500 LE-2500 LE-7000
LE-3100
LE-2100
LE-1100

LE-7200
LE-3200
LE-2200

TTL/I2C/SPI expansion kit

TTL/I2C/SPI expansion kit

TTL/I2C expansion kit

TTL monitor probe pod

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN expansion kit

Current loop expansion kit

Current loop adapter

Exclusive expansion board

Exclusive expansion board

FlexRay expansion kit

LAN(PoE) expansion kit

USB2.0 expansion kit

Firmware for High-speed HDLC/SPI

Firmware for High-speed HDLC/SPI

Firmware for High-speed HDLC 

32GB CF card

16GB CF card

8GB CF card

2GB CF card

2GB CF card (with PC card adapter)

8GB SDHC card

compact thermal printer set

compact thermal printer set

Monitor cable for RS-232C (DB25)

Monitor cable for RS-232C (DB9)

Terminal block for DSUB 25-pin

Terminal block for RS-530 port

Terminal block adapter

X.21 monitor cable

RS-449 monitor cable

V.35 monitor cable

DB9 monitor cable

Three-wire probe cable

RS-530 cable

External signal cable

AUX cable for DSUB 9-pin

AUX cable for DSUB 25-pin

AUX cable for DPU-414

PC link software

PC link software

PC link software for CAN/LIN

PC link software for CAN/LIN

Carrying bag

Battery pack for replacement

Battery pack for replacement

Battery pack for replacement

Wide input AC adapter

Wide input AC adapter

AC adapter

DIN rail mounting plate

○  ×  ×  ×  × ×OP-SB85L

 × ○ ○※1  ×  × ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 × 

 × 

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

○

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

LE-150P

 ×

 ×OP-SB5GL

○  ×  ×  ×  × ×OP-SB88  ×

○  ×  ×  ×  × ×OP-SB89  ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 × 

 × 

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

○

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

○

 ×

LE-150PS

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 × 

 × 

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

○

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

○

 ×

LE-200PS

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○※2

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

△※5

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○※11

○

○

○

○

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

○

○

○

○

 ×

○※20

 ×

○

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

○

 ×

 ×

LE-1200

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○  ×  ×  ×  × ×OP-SB84  × × ×  ×

× × ×  ×  × ×SD-8GX  ×○※12○  ×

○  ×  ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

△※4

○

 × 

 ×

 × 

 ×

 ×

○

○

○※9

○

 ×

○

○

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

 ×

○

○

○

○

○

 ×

○※20

 ×

○

 ×

○

 ×

○

○

 ×

 ×

 ×

LE-1500

 ×

○※1、※2

 ×

 ×

 ×

×

 ×  ×  × ×CF-32GX  × × ×  ×

○ ○ ○  ×  ×○LE-530TB  × × × ○○

Interface

Standard Protocol

Capture memory

Backup memory

Baud rate

Data Format

Data code

Parity bit

Bit transmission order

Polarity inversion

Error check

LED(*12)

Online monitor functions

Logic analyzer function

Timer

Data counter

Trigger function

Data search function

Auto run/stop function

Auto save function

Delay time function

Signal voltage measuring function

Statistical analysis function

BERT (bit error rate test)

Simulation function

LCD

File management 

Printout function

PC Link function 

Power Saving Function 

Power supply

Dimensions(*17)

Mass

Accessories

LE-8200

(*1)

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[LE-25M34]

[OP-SB85C]

[OP-SB85L]

[OP-SB85IR] 

[OP-SB87]

[OP-SB88]

[OP-SB89]

[OP-SB84]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

100MB
(*7)

about 10 years

2.150Mbps

4.000Mbps

12Mbps(*8)

50 4.000Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 1µ sec.(*14)

7 lines

100MHz

4

4

8 sets

14 patterns

color 320x240 dots

 brightness adjustable

CF card 32GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(High speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC800G]

auto dimmer

3A-183WP09

P-20S

4 hours

240 190 48mm

about 1.1kg
(*18)

LE-150PS

[LE-5TB]

[OP-5M](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

256KB(*6)

500Kbps

500Kbps

50 500Kbps

Only NRZ

(*11)

1(*13)

min. 1m sec.  

min. 10m sec. 

7 lines

2

2

4 sets

depend on the PC

depend on the PC

SDHC card 8GB/PC HDD 8GB(*15)

USB2.0(High speed)

USB Bus power or 

3A-183WP09/

External DC power

86 130 30mm

about 220g
(*20)

LE-3500

(*1)

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[LE-25M34]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL]

[OP-SB6G](*4)

[OP-SB7GX]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

6.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

1.544Mbps

2.048Mbps

10Mbps(*9)

50 2.048Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 16GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

auto power off

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 790g
(*19)

LE-2500

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL](*2)

[OP-SB6G](*4)

[OP-SB7GX]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

2.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

1.000Mbps

1.000Mbps

50 1.000Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 8GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 760g
(*19)

LE-1500

[LE-530TB]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

2.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

500Kbps

500Kbps

50 500Kbps
(*10)

Only NRZ

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 8GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 760g
(*19)

LE-200PS

[LE-5TB]

[OP-5M](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

256KB(*6)

1.000Mbps

1.000Mbps

50 1.000Mbps

Only NRZ, NRZI

1(*13)

min. 1m sec.  

min. 10m sec. 

7 lines

2

2

4 sets

depend on the PC

depend on the PC

SDHC card 8GB/PC HDD 8GB(*15)

USB2.0(High speed)

USB Bus power or 

3A-183WP09/

External DC power

86 130 30mm

about 220g
(*20)

Model

Idle time display

Time stamp display

Line status display

Two seperated screens

Bit shift display

Max. sampling clock

ONLINE trigger

Number

Number

Max. No. of trigger condition 

Test pattern

MANUAL mode

FLOW mode

ECHO mode

POLLING mode

BUFFER mode

PROGRAM mode

Display resolution

back light 

Max. capacity

Port for printer connection

File output 

Port for PC connection

PC software 

Auto power off

back light 

AC adapter

Built-in nickel hydrogen battery 

Battery operating time(*16)

RS-232C

RS-422/485(RS-530)

RS-422/485 (original alignment)

X.20/21

RS-449

V.35

Current loop

TTL/I2C/SPI

Infrared communication

CAN/LIN

FlexRay 

LAN(PoE)

USB2.0 

ASYNC (Asynchronous)

Character synchronous

Bit synchronous

Memory Capacity(*5)

Auto backup

saved by the built-in battery

saved by the built-in battery

Max. speed (Full duplex)

Max. speed (Half duplex)

Expansion speed (HDLC mode)

Speed setting range

Arbitrary Speed setting  (four digits)

NRZ, NRZI, FM0, FM1, 4PPM, ASK

Manchester 0, Mnachester 1

ASCII, EBCDIC, JIS7, JIS8, Baudot, 
Transcode, IPARS, EBCD, EBCDIK, HEX

NONE, ODD, EVEN, MARK, SPACE

LSB first or MSB first (switchable)
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Comparative Chart of Communications Analyzers Options of Communication Analyzer

*1: By the configuration of analyzer, it can be converted to the port for V.35 which contains the mixture of RS-422 and RS-232C. *2: The measurement of SPI is done by BURST mode, in which all data is captured in synch with clock edge. *3: 
Measurement of I2C and SPI is not supported. *4: SIR, MIR and FIR of IrDA communications are automatically followed by this function, but measuring performance for MIR and FIR is restricted by speed of the analyzer. *5: 
Transmission/reception data, idle time, time stamp, line status consume 4 bytes of memory at each capture. *6: When the data transfer from the analyzer to PC encounter a delay, an amount of data up to the capacity of this memory is 
preserved. *7: At the end of the measurement, this function automatically saves the measurement data in the CF card. *8: To enable the function, a dedicated firmware (OP-FW12G) for HDLC half duplex communications (e.g. CC-Link) is 
required. *9: To enable the function, a dedicated firmware (OP-FW10G) for HDLC half duplex communications (e.g. CC-Link) is required. *10: You can configure the setting of transmission and reception separately. *11: Cannot detect the 
errors which will not occur under ASYNC communications such as abort and short frame. *12: At the measurement of RS-232C, it indicates 3 status of ON (red), OFF (green) and NC(off) for each lines of SD, RD, RS(RST), CS(CTS), ER(DTR), 
DR(DSR), CD(DCD), CI(RI), ST1(TXC1), ST2(TXC2) and RT(RXC).And at the measurement of communications other than RS-232C, it indicates 2 status of ON (red) and OFF(green) for signals of each interface. *13: LED of red and green light 
(green for SD, red for RD). *14: Resolution of time stamps which indicate the elapsed time from the start of measurement. For conventional real-time time stamp, 3 steps of settings are available:“Day/Hr/Min”, “Hr/Min/Sec” and “Min/Sec/10ms”. 
*15: Operation is not guaranteed with memory cards not specified by LINEEYE. LE-150PS supports 8GB SDHC card after firmware's version 1.05.*16: Under the normal operation.(LCD back light of LE-3500 is turned off.) *17: Any projecting 
parts like Hand straps are not included in dimensions. *18: DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, Serial AUX cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, Line state sheet x1, AC adapter x1, carrying bag x1, Hand strap x1, Utility CD x1, instruction manual 
x1, warranty card x1 *19: Carrying bag x1, DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, Serial AUX cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, AC adapter x1, Utility CD x1, instruction manual x1, warranty card x1 *20: DSUB 25-pin Monitor cable x1, mini USB 
cable x1, external signal I/O cable x1, SDHC card, PC software, instruction manual x1, warranty card x1

 :Standard equipped function :To enable the function, optional accessory described in "[ ]" is required.
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*1: SPI not supported. *2: I2C not supported. *3: Expansion Kit (OP-SB85L or OP-SB85IR) is required. *4: Expansion Board (SB-25L) is required. *5: Expansion Board (SB-20L) is required. *6: The communication where current makes Mark condition is 
not supported. *7: LE-2200 does not support. *8: This is supported after the firmware's version 1.06. *9: CF card is available but PC card adapter attached to this product is not. *10: This is supported after the firmware's version 1.10 of LE-3200/2200. 
*11: This is supported after firmware's version 1.12. *12: This is supported after firmware's version 1.05. *13: Control signals of V.35 not supported on LE-2500/2200. *14: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB87) and available as a spare cable. 
*15: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7GX) and available as a spare cable. *16: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7F/OP-SB7FX) and available as a spare cable. *17: This is available with the adapter for RS-422/485 
(OP-2B(the sale end)). *18: This is an accessory of Expansion Kit (OP-SB7FX) and available as a spare cable. *19: This is not available with OP-SB87/88/89/84. *20: This is not available with OP-SB7GX/7FX/7F. *21: Expansion Kit (OP-SB87) is 
required. *22: Expansion Kit (OP-SB7GX/7F/7FX) is required. *23: This is available with the products of version A of LE-3100 or LE-2100, which are made after October 2001.
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○
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Options Model

OP-SB85IR

OP-SB85C

OP-SB87

OP-SB5F

OP-SB6F

OP-SB6G

OP-SB7F

OP-SB7FX

OP-SB7GX

OP-FW10G

OP-FW12G

OP-FW10

OP-1C

SB-20L

SB-25L

OP-5M

CF-16GX

CF-8GX

CF-2GX

MC-2GCF

DPU-414-PA

DPU-414-CA

LE-25M1

LE-259M1

LE-25TB

LE-5TB

LE-25Y15

LE-25Y37

LE-25M34

LE-009M1

LE-3LP

LE-25S530

LE-4TG

LE2-8V

LE2-8C

LE2-8P

LE-PC300G

△※21  ×  ×  ×  × ×LE-PC87

LE-PC7GX

LE-PC800G

LEB-01

P-20S

P-19S

P-18S

3A-183WP09

FRA018-S09-U

LE-DIN13

 ×  ×  ×  × ○ ×VFN-650B  × × ×  ×

LE-8200 LE-3500 LE-2500 LE-7000
LE-3100
LE-2100
LE-1100

LE-7200
LE-3200
LE-2200

TTL/I2C/SPI expansion kit

TTL/I2C/SPI expansion kit

TTL/I2C expansion kit

TTL monitor probe pod

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

Infrared (IrDA, ASK) expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN/LIN expansion kit

CAN expansion kit

Current loop expansion kit

Current loop adapter

Exclusive expansion board

Exclusive expansion board

FlexRay expansion kit

LAN(PoE) expansion kit

USB2.0 expansion kit

Firmware for High-speed HDLC/SPI

Firmware for High-speed HDLC/SPI

Firmware for High-speed HDLC 

32GB CF card

16GB CF card

8GB CF card

2GB CF card

2GB CF card (with PC card adapter)

8GB SDHC card

compact thermal printer set

compact thermal printer set

Monitor cable for RS-232C (DB25)

Monitor cable for RS-232C (DB9)

Terminal block for DSUB 25-pin

Terminal block for RS-530 port

Terminal block adapter

X.21 monitor cable

RS-449 monitor cable

V.35 monitor cable

DB9 monitor cable

Three-wire probe cable

RS-530 cable

External signal cable

AUX cable for DSUB 9-pin

AUX cable for DSUB 25-pin

AUX cable for DPU-414

PC link software

PC link software

PC link software for CAN/LIN

PC link software for CAN/LIN

Carrying bag

Battery pack for replacement

Battery pack for replacement

Battery pack for replacement

Wide input AC adapter

Wide input AC adapter

AC adapter

DIN rail mounting plate
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○ ○ ○  ×  ×○LE-530TB  × × × ○○

Interface

Standard Protocol

Capture memory

Backup memory

Baud rate

Data Format

Data code

Parity bit

Bit transmission order

Polarity inversion

Error check

LED(*12)

Online monitor functions

Logic analyzer function

Timer

Data counter

Trigger function

Data search function

Auto run/stop function

Auto save function

Delay time function

Signal voltage measuring function

Statistical analysis function

BERT (bit error rate test)

Simulation function

LCD

File management 

Printout function

PC Link function 

Power Saving Function 

Power supply

Dimensions(*17)

Mass

Accessories

LE-8200

(*1)

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[LE-25M34]

[OP-SB85C]

[OP-SB85L]

[OP-SB85IR] 

[OP-SB87]

[OP-SB88]

[OP-SB89]

[OP-SB84]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

100MB
(*7)

about 10 years

2.150Mbps

4.000Mbps

12Mbps(*8)

50 4.000Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 1µ sec.(*14)

7 lines

100MHz

4

4

8 sets

14 patterns

color 320x240 dots

 brightness adjustable

CF card 32GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(High speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC800G]

auto dimmer

3A-183WP09

P-20S

4 hours

240 190 48mm

about 1.1kg
(*18)

LE-150PS

[LE-5TB]

[OP-5M](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

256KB(*6)

500Kbps

500Kbps

50 500Kbps

Only NRZ

(*11)

1(*13)

min. 1m sec.  

min. 10m sec. 

7 lines

2

2

4 sets

depend on the PC

depend on the PC

SDHC card 8GB/PC HDD 8GB(*15)

USB2.0(High speed)

USB Bus power or 

3A-183WP09/

External DC power

86 130 30mm

about 220g
(*20)

LE-3500

(*1)

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[LE-25M34]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL]

[OP-SB6G](*4)

[OP-SB7GX]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

6.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

1.544Mbps

2.048Mbps

10Mbps(*9)

50 2.048Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 16GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

auto power off

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 790g
(*19)

LE-2500

[LE-25TB]

[LE-25Y15]

[LE-25Y37]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL](*2)

[OP-SB6G](*4)

[OP-SB7GX]

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

2.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

1.000Mbps

1.000Mbps

50 1.000Mbps
(*10)

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 8GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 760g
(*19)

LE-1500

[LE-530TB]

[OP-1C SB-25L]

[OP-SB5GL](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

2.4MB

about 5 years

about 5 years

500Kbps

500Kbps

50 500Kbps
(*10)

Only NRZ

11(*12)

min. 1m sec. 

min. 10m sec. 

4 lines

20MHz

2

2

4 sets

11 patterns

monochrome 240x64 dots

CF card 8GB(*15)

AUX(RS-232C)

USB2.0(Full speed)
AUX(RS-232C)

[LE-PC300G]

3A-183WP09

P-19S

8 hours

210 154 38mm

about 760g
(*19)

LE-200PS

[LE-5TB]

[OP-5M](*3)

ASYNC, PPP

SYNC, BSC

HDLC, SDLC, X.25

256KB(*6)

1.000Mbps

1.000Mbps

50 1.000Mbps

Only NRZ, NRZI

1(*13)

min. 1m sec.  

min. 10m sec. 

7 lines

2

2

4 sets

depend on the PC

depend on the PC

SDHC card 8GB/PC HDD 8GB(*15)

USB2.0(High speed)

USB Bus power or 

3A-183WP09/

External DC power

86 130 30mm

about 220g
(*20)

Model

Idle time display

Time stamp display

Line status display

Two seperated screens

Bit shift display

Max. sampling clock

ONLINE trigger

Number

Number

Max. No. of trigger condition 

Test pattern

MANUAL mode

FLOW mode

ECHO mode

POLLING mode

BUFFER mode

PROGRAM mode

Display resolution

back light 

Max. capacity

Port for printer connection

File output 

Port for PC connection

PC software 

Auto power off

back light 

AC adapter

Built-in nickel hydrogen battery 

Battery operating time(*16)

RS-232C

RS-422/485(RS-530)

RS-422/485 (original alignment)

X.20/21

RS-449

V.35

Current loop

TTL/I2C/SPI

Infrared communication

CAN/LIN

FlexRay 

LAN(PoE)

USB2.0 

ASYNC (Asynchronous)

Character synchronous

Bit synchronous

Memory Capacity(*5)

Auto backup

saved by the built-in battery

saved by the built-in battery

Max. speed (Full duplex)

Max. speed (Half duplex)

Expansion speed (HDLC mode)

Speed setting range

Arbitrary Speed setting  (four digits)

NRZ, NRZI, FM0, FM1, 4PPM, ASK

Manchester 0, Mnachester 1

ASCII, EBCDIC, JIS7, JIS8, Baudot, 
Transcode, IPARS, EBCD, EBCDIK, HEX

NONE, ODD, EVEN, MARK, SPACE

LSB first or MSB first (switchable)
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Data Logger suited to the in-vehicle tests records data in the SD card for a long time.
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CAN/LIN Communication Data Logger

LE-270A
 CAN/LIN Communication Data Logger

Compatible

RoHS Directive

O
P
T
I
O
N
S

8Gbyte SDHC card
*Operation is confirmed on LE-270A.

Input: AC100～240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center    , 2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) - Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to 
the DC-IN terminal of LE-270A.
*Same as the cable packed with LE-270A.

To mount the analyzers on the 35mm DIN rail.
Applicable analyzer: LE-200PS/LE-150PS/LE-270A

LE-25M3A-1　 LE-25M3WP-2　
CAN/LIN Water-proof DSUB cable

LE-9LP2　
Clip CableCAN/LIN DSUB cable

SD-8GX　
8Gbyte SDHC card

3A-183WP09
Wide input AC adapter

SIH-2PG
Power plug cable

LE-DIN13
DIN Rail Mounting Plate for LE-series

0.7m 0.3m

DB25 (female) Y terminal

0.3m 1.7m

DB25 water-proof model (female)

*Same as the cable packed with LE-270A.
One side has mark tags without a terminal.

Logger mode enables to monitor by itself and remote mode to analyze data 
at real-time on the PC.

Two Efficient Modes of Logger Mode and Remote Mode

Measure CAN/LIN/Analog Signals Simultaneously

Logger mode (PC less)

For automatic measurement into SD cards.

Remote mode (PC connected)

The palm-sized robust unit with low power consumption can be used
between –20 to +60℃.It is optimum for testing in the severe conditions.

Small and robust housing suitable for severe on-board testing

[ Dust-proof Covers ]

CAN：20Kbps～1Mbps
LIN：400bps～26Kbps

Max. 8GB

−15V～+15V, Accuracy:±0.5%FS

Windows® XP /Vista® /7 /8

1sec (logger mode)

CAN/LIN DSUB cable, Mini USB cable, 
Power plug cable, 8GB SDHC card, PC 
software CD.

Speed

Memory

Analog input

Run time 
during power 
failure

Environment

Accessories

It is capable of effectively measuring only the communication between the 
IDs of interest, and automatically stopping measurement in the event of 
any error or when specific data is received. 

Powerful trigger function and ID filter

CAN DeviceNet 

LIN （Rev1.1， 1.2， 1.3， 2.0， 2.1）

High-speed CANHigh-speed CAN

Low-speed CANLow-speed CAN

L I NL I N

350mm

DB25 (female)

Clips for CAN measurement

IC test clips for LIN measurement

USB bus power, external DC powerPower supply

86（W）×130（D）×30（H）mm, Approx. 230gSize/weight

[ Onto 35mm DIN Rail ]

Specif ication

2 ports of Ethernet 10Base-T/ 100Base-TX (RJ-45 connector) Auto MDI/MDI-X supported (*1)

Generate test packets max. at 100Mbps line-rate from Port A or PortB individually. 
Set up the transmission type (10/100M, full/half duplex, Auto), transmitting rate, flow control ON/OFF, transmission continuously 
or selected times (max. 65535), 2 to 7 layer (max. 128 frames (*6) , able to use captured data as transmitting data, select 
VLAN/MPLS). Add errors (CRC error, Alignment error, Dribble error, IP Checksum error).
Transmit test frames (max. 8 frame lines) from PortA(B) to PortB(A). Set up the test time (5-3600s), VLAN tags, line-rate for 
transmission, bandwidth by pause packets. Measure received line rate, frame loss rate and latency time. Provide trend time chart 
(color edit available). Display statistic data. Save measured data.

Capture full-duplex packets data on PortA and PortB, which are connected through. Data will be transmitted to USB2.0 adding the 

time stamp information etc. (*2) Display the captured packet data (filtering available) (*3) . Display the statistic data of packets (*4) . 

Save automatically to the specified file (*5). Export to EXCEL format. Save automatically in the Ethereal/Wireshark format(.enc). 

Use PortA or PortB as NIC (Network Interface Card)

Display for power ON/OFF, TAP/PG, Link/Tx of PortA/B, Rx/Err of PortA/B,

USB2.0 High Speed (Mini USB connector) 

0 to 40°C(operation), -10 to 50°C(storage), Below 85%RH (no condensation)

Analyzer, Utility CD, USB cable, USB 2way cable, manual, warranty.

PC/AT compatible with USB2.0 port. 
Pentium 4 1.6GHz or more. Memory 256MB or more. HDD capacity 10G or more. (*8)

Windows® 2000/XP/Vista®/7

95(W)x75(D)x20(H)mm, 180g

USB bus power (max.3W) (*7)

CE (EMI : Class A) 

Accessories

Temperature & Humidity

Power

Dimension and Weight

Operating 

environment 

OS

Adaptation mark

LED

PC connection port

NIC mode

Measurement

PG mode

TAP mode

PC

LAN Packet Tester 
Connected to PC
LAN Packet Tester 
Connected to PC

Automatically distinguish between cross cable 
and straight cable.  
Time stamp starts after receiving the previous 
frame. (Unit: 1μs. Max. 57minutes.It is possible 
to have ±20% errors depending on the 
performance of PC and timing of processing.)  
LE-580FX captures max. 64-1536 byte of 
packets in TAP mode includes CRC. (48-2032 
byte in PG mode)  
Statistic data will not be affected by the 
performance of PC.
Able to capture at max. 90Mbps in half duplex 
and 120Mbps in full duplex without any data 
loss. However, it will be affected by the CPU 
and USB of PC. LE-580FX Window captures 
max. 250,000,000 frames continuously. With 
different software, it will be different.  
LE-580FX Window transmits packets max. at 
2004 byte, including CRC.  
Use 2way cable if you have power shortage or 
condition of using USB Hub. Provide the power 
source from two USB ports of PC  
It is recommended to have more capacity in 
HDD to capture large amount of packets.  

Compact and lightweight LAN analyzer. Easy to test Ethernet network via USB port of PC.

LE-580FX
LAN PACKET TESTER

LAN Packet Tester

USB 2.0

Configuration /
Static information

A B

FPGA

A B

FPGA

USB 2.0

Full duplex monitored data 

NetworkNetwork

Functions / Features

17

Check LAN protocols and data.

Evaluate the LAN traffic.

Support Japanese and English.

Generate a large amount of dummy data.

Measure QoS, such as latency etc.

Study LAN protocols.

Output to 2 ports separately at max. 100Mbps 

Accurate transmission rate independent

from performance of PC.

Add errors. Define 2 -7 layers.

Register captured data as transmission data.

Provide a test tool confirming to RFC2544.

Real-time filtering

Record data in the HDD of PC

Export to a Excel file

Controllable from Wireshark.

Statistic informasion, such as error rates.

*1:

*2:

*3:

*4:

*5:

*6:

*7:

*8:

PG ModeTAP Mode
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Connect to PC via USB

Developing DevicePC

Record in the HDD of PC

Pin Assignment of Measurement Connector

Signal

BATTERY

GND

GND

Analog Input 1

Analog Input 2

Analog Input 3

Pin

1

4

7

9

10

11

Signal

CAN2 High

Pin

CAN2 Low

GND

LIN1

LIN2

19

21

22

23

24

Signal

TRGIN

CAN1 High

CAN1 Low

TRGOT2

TRGOT1

Pin

14

Analog Input 412

15

16

17

18

Monitors 2 channels of CAN (high/low) and LIN, and 4 channels of external 
analog signals at the same time.

Ethernet  Auto MDI/MDI-X

10Base-T 100Base-TX10Base-T 100Base-TX
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CAN/LIN 
Communication
Data Logger

Data Logger suited to the in-vehicle tests records data in the SD card for a long time.
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CAN/LIN Communication Data Logger

LE-270A
 CAN/LIN Communication Data Logger

Compatible

RoHS Directive

O
P
T
I
O
N
S

8Gbyte SDHC card
*Operation is confirmed on LE-270A.

Input: AC100～240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center    , 2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) - Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to 
the DC-IN terminal of LE-270A.
*Same as the cable packed with LE-270A.

To mount the analyzers on the 35mm DIN rail.
Applicable analyzer: LE-200PS/LE-150PS/LE-270A

LE-25M3A-1　 LE-25M3WP-2　
CAN/LIN Water-proof DSUB cable

LE-9LP2　
Clip CableCAN/LIN DSUB cable

SD-8GX　
8Gbyte SDHC card

3A-183WP09
Wide input AC adapter

SIH-2PG
Power plug cable

LE-DIN13
DIN Rail Mounting Plate for LE-series

0.7m 0.3m

DB25 (female) Y terminal

0.3m 1.7m

DB25 water-proof model (female)

*Same as the cable packed with LE-270A.
One side has mark tags without a terminal.

Logger mode enables to monitor by itself and remote mode to analyze data 
at real-time on the PC.

Two Efficient Modes of Logger Mode and Remote Mode

Measure CAN/LIN/Analog Signals Simultaneously

Logger mode (PC less)

For automatic measurement into SD cards.

Remote mode (PC connected)

The palm-sized robust unit with low power consumption can be used
between –20 to +60℃.It is optimum for testing in the severe conditions.

Small and robust housing suitable for severe on-board testing

[ Dust-proof Covers ]

CAN：20Kbps～1Mbps
LIN：400bps～26Kbps

Max. 8GB

−15V～+15V, Accuracy:±0.5%FS

Windows® XP /Vista® /7 /8

1sec (logger mode)

CAN/LIN DSUB cable, Mini USB cable, 
Power plug cable, 8GB SDHC card, PC 
software CD.

Speed

Memory

Analog input

Run time 
during power 
failure

Environment

Accessories

It is capable of effectively measuring only the communication between the 
IDs of interest, and automatically stopping measurement in the event of 
any error or when specific data is received. 

Powerful trigger function and ID filter

CAN DeviceNet 

LIN （Rev1.1， 1.2， 1.3， 2.0， 2.1）

High-speed CANHigh-speed CAN

Low-speed CANLow-speed CAN

L I NL I N

350mm

DB25 (female)

Clips for CAN measurement

IC test clips for LIN measurement

USB bus power, external DC powerPower supply

86（W）×130（D）×30（H）mm, Approx. 230gSize/weight

[ Onto 35mm DIN Rail ]

Specif ication

2 ports of Ethernet 10Base-T/ 100Base-TX (RJ-45 connector) Auto MDI/MDI-X supported (*1)

Generate test packets max. at 100Mbps line-rate from Port A or PortB individually. 
Set up the transmission type (10/100M, full/half duplex, Auto), transmitting rate, flow control ON/OFF, transmission continuously 
or selected times (max. 65535), 2 to 7 layer (max. 128 frames (*6) , able to use captured data as transmitting data, select 
VLAN/MPLS). Add errors (CRC error, Alignment error, Dribble error, IP Checksum error).
Transmit test frames (max. 8 frame lines) from PortA(B) to PortB(A). Set up the test time (5-3600s), VLAN tags, line-rate for 
transmission, bandwidth by pause packets. Measure received line rate, frame loss rate and latency time. Provide trend time chart 
(color edit available). Display statistic data. Save measured data.

Capture full-duplex packets data on PortA and PortB, which are connected through. Data will be transmitted to USB2.0 adding the 

time stamp information etc. (*2) Display the captured packet data (filtering available) (*3) . Display the statistic data of packets (*4) . 

Save automatically to the specified file (*5). Export to EXCEL format. Save automatically in the Ethereal/Wireshark format(.enc). 

Use PortA or PortB as NIC (Network Interface Card)

Display for power ON/OFF, TAP/PG, Link/Tx of PortA/B, Rx/Err of PortA/B,

USB2.0 High Speed (Mini USB connector) 

0 to 40°C(operation), -10 to 50°C(storage), Below 85%RH (no condensation)

Analyzer, Utility CD, USB cable, USB 2way cable, manual, warranty.

PC/AT compatible with USB2.0 port. 
Pentium 4 1.6GHz or more. Memory 256MB or more. HDD capacity 10G or more. (*8)

Windows® 2000/XP/Vista®/7

95(W)x75(D)x20(H)mm, 180g

USB bus power (max.3W) (*7)

CE (EMI : Class A) 

Accessories

Temperature & Humidity

Power

Dimension and Weight

Operating 

environment 

OS

Adaptation mark

LED

PC connection port

NIC mode

Measurement

PG mode

TAP mode

PC

LAN Packet Tester 
Connected to PC
LAN Packet Tester 
Connected to PC

Automatically distinguish between cross cable 
and straight cable.  
Time stamp starts after receiving the previous 
frame. (Unit: 1μs. Max. 57minutes.It is possible 
to have ±20% errors depending on the 
performance of PC and timing of processing.)  
LE-580FX captures max. 64-1536 byte of 
packets in TAP mode includes CRC. (48-2032 
byte in PG mode)  
Statistic data will not be affected by the 
performance of PC.
Able to capture at max. 90Mbps in half duplex 
and 120Mbps in full duplex without any data 
loss. However, it will be affected by the CPU 
and USB of PC. LE-580FX Window captures 
max. 250,000,000 frames continuously. With 
different software, it will be different.  
LE-580FX Window transmits packets max. at 
2004 byte, including CRC.  
Use 2way cable if you have power shortage or 
condition of using USB Hub. Provide the power 
source from two USB ports of PC  
It is recommended to have more capacity in 
HDD to capture large amount of packets.  

Compact and lightweight LAN analyzer. Easy to test Ethernet network via USB port of PC.

LE-580FX
LAN PACKET TESTER

LAN Packet Tester

USB 2.0

Configuration /
Static information

A B

FPGA

A B

FPGA

USB 2.0

Full duplex monitored data 

NetworkNetwork

Functions / Features

17

Check LAN protocols and data.

Evaluate the LAN traffic.

Support Japanese and English.

Generate a large amount of dummy data.

Measure QoS, such as latency etc.

Study LAN protocols.

Output to 2 ports separately at max. 100Mbps 

Accurate transmission rate independent

from performance of PC.

Add errors. Define 2 -7 layers.

Register captured data as transmission data.

Provide a test tool confirming to RFC2544.

Real-time filtering

Record data in the HDD of PC

Export to a Excel file

Controllable from Wireshark.

Statistic informasion, such as error rates.

*1:

*2:

*3:

*4:

*5:

*6:

*7:

*8:

PG ModeTAP Mode
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Connect to PC via USB

Developing DevicePC

Record in the HDD of PC

Pin Assignment of Measurement Connector

Signal

BATTERY

GND

GND

Analog Input 1

Analog Input 2

Analog Input 3

Pin

1

4

7

9

10

11

Signal

CAN2 High

Pin

CAN2 Low

GND

LIN1

LIN2

19

21

22

23

24

Signal

TRGIN

CAN1 High

CAN1 Low

TRGOT2

TRGOT1

Pin

14

Analog Input 412

15

16

17

18

Monitors 2 channels of CAN (high/low) and LIN, and 4 channels of external 
analog signals at the same time.

Ethernet  Auto MDI/MDI-X

10Base-T 100Base-TX10Base-T 100Base-TX
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USB2.0 Protocol Analyzer

LE-650H2
Standard Model

USB2.0 Protocol Analyzer

LE-650H2-A
Advance Model

USB
PROTOCOL
ANALYZER

USB
PROTOCOL
ANALYZER

仕様 各部の説明

USB packets are clearly displayed by transaction 

at real-time and recorded in the HDD/SSD of PC. 

It is possible to scroll data without interrupting 

the measurement.

Standard descriptors, device requests, descriptors of 

Communications/Printer class, and peculiar device 

requests of HUB/HID/Audio/Communication/Mass 

storage class are translated and displayed in detail, 

therefore the difficult-to-understand USB protocols 

can be intuitively understood.

Advance model records data for a long time with 
repeat mode and has High-speed VBUS logger mode.

VBUS Measurement Cycle: 0.1ms

Max. 40GB Recording

Standard model supports High/Full/Low 
speed and  VBUS measurement function.

VBUS Measurement Cycle: 100ms

Max. 10GB Recording

USB1.1 USB2.0USB1.1 USB2.0

USB analyzer connected to the PC for 
developing firmware and driver of 
USB products

Scroll detailed screen without interrupting measurement.

Powerful sequential triggers up to 16 sets.

Real-time filtering and display filtering.

Record USB transmission logs in the HDD/SSD.

Specif ications

*1: Bus Reset, Suspend, Disconnect are recorded under the following condition.

*2: Display a minus value when VBUS current flows from the device to the host. 
*3: Need to have a USB2.0 port, which supports High-speed transfer.

Bus Reset
Suspend
Disconnect

Note: The USB device status may not coincide with the actual bus state of the applicable device at the time of USB cable connection or 
disconnection because the D+/D- signals will be unstable.

The SEO status of D+/D- signals is detected within a range between 2.5us and 139.8ms.
A non-communication period not in the SEO status is detected for 3ms or over. 
The SEO status of D+/D- signals is detected for 139.8ms or over.

Model LE-650H2-A

HDD/SSD: Max.40GB (Can be specified every 1MB)

LE-650H2
USB2.0/1.1

HIGH (480Mbps)/ FULL (12Mbps)/ LOW (1.5Mbps) Automatically detect and run

Capture memory: 128MB

HDD/SSD: Max.10GB (Can be specified every 1MB)

Record data on the HDD/SSD of the PC (can be record multiple log files continuously.) Record USB packet 
and USB device status *1 (Bus Reset, Suspend, Disconnect, Device Chirp, Hub Chirp) along with time stamp. 

SOF, IN, OUT, SEUP, DATA0, DATA1, DATA2, ACK, NAK, STALL, PRE, PING, MDATA, SPLIT, ERR, NYET, 
Unknown.

Display communication speed per transaction in HS, FS or LS.

Record (or do not record) SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP-NAK, PING, multiple particular address/end points.

Display (or do not display) SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP-NAK, PING, multiple particular address/end points.

Particular address/end points, packet type (Token/ Hand shake packets in combination), errors (CRC/ PID), 
data packets (8byte max, Hex/Decimal/Binary or character input, with or without bit mask.) and bus state (Bus 
Reset, Suspend, Disconnect), external trigger (edge or level specification possible).

Possible to specify actions enable with log stop, and external trigger output (with or without levels or pulses) in 
sequence (up to 16 sequence).

4 external trigger input (TTL level) and 4 external trigger output (LVTTL level).
Connector: 10pin male (2.54mm pitch 961210-5604 or equivalent)

Packets can be color-coded separated.

The total number of transactions, transfer bytes, and the average transfer rate of specified data for each address/end point. 

Up to 99 marks can be set (Able to make comments on each mark)

Save log file data, export in text/CSV/binary for data payload, copy/paste via a clipboard. (Able to make 
comments on saved data.)

Specified ranges of recorded data can be printed.

USB standard A/B receptacle: 1 each

USB standard B receptacle, Connect to the analysis PC

2-colored LED, POWER/RUN, VBUS, DATA, SPEED (High:red, Full:green)

USB Bus power (current consumption: 400mA max）

In operation: 0 to 40℃   In storage: -20 to 60℃

In operation：20 to 80%RH   In storage：10 to  85%RH (No condensation)

86(W)×130(D)×30(H)mm, approx.210g

Analyzer, PC software CD, USB cable x2 (1.8m/0.9m), Instruction manual, Warranty

16.7ns for 5 hours max., then start from 0 again.

100ms - 1s (4 steps) 0.1ms – 1s (13 steps)

SOF，IN，OUT，SETUP，PING，ACK，NAK，STALL，NYET，ERR，idle status more than specified 
value, error (CRC，PID，DATA toggle sequence，transaction structure)，MassStorage (SCSI，ATAPI，
SFF-8070i)，PTP/MTP, Audio，HID，HUB，Printer，Video, Communication，USBTMC class command, 
unknown log information, specific address/end points in combination, standard request, data search 
(Hex/Decimal/Binary，character), trigger point, mark.

Standard requests, peculiar device requests to HUB/HID/Audio/Communication/MassStorage (Bulk Only 
Transport)/Printer/USBTMC class, standard descriptors, each descriptors in 
HUB/HID/Audio/Printer/USBTMC/Communication class, command of MassStorage/Bulk Only Transport (SCSI 
transparent command set, supporting SFF-8070i), Operations of MTP/PTP, Responses, events, Video class 
can be displayed in detail.

Standard

Speed

Storage 
Capacity

Analyzer

PC

Recording Method

Packets

Speed Display

Trigger

Filter
Log

Display

Condition

Action

External

Color Display Customization

Search Function

Mark/Jump function

Print function

Save

System Requirement

Measurement port

LED Indicator

Power Supply

Ambient Temperature

Ambient Humidity

Dimensions, weight

OS: Windows® XP/Vista/7/8(Japanese/English Windows®)
CPU: Recommend to use upper model than “Core 2 Duo”(Upper than  “Core i series”)
RAM: More than 1GB. USB port: USB2.0 *3

Additional Memory: HDD or SSD. 30MB plus enough capacity to record log data.

Accessories

Time Stamp

VBUS Measurement Cycle

VBUS Measurement 
Accuracy

USB2.0 port

Statistic analysis function

Detailed Display

Nomenclature
Connect to the analysis PC.

2-colored LED

Power On (green)
Measuring (red)

VBUS voltage is 
more than 4.5V 
(green)

Transmitting (green)
Suspend (orange)

High-speed (red)
Full-speed (green)
Low-speed (off)

External trigger I/O connector.
Connect to target USB devices

Voltage: range 0 to 8V, Accuracy ±1%FS
Current: range -0.9A *2 to 1A, Accuracy ±1%FS

The analyzer monitors USB transferring and displays VBUS data (Voltage, Current, 
Power consumption) in real time. An onerous probing is not necessary.

VBUS logger mode can record VBUS data at specified cycle in the PC, and 
have detailed analysis in graph and CSV format. LE-650H2-A (advance 
model) supports high-speed measurement, and able to use in the unstable 
condition such as right after 
turning on the power of USB 
device.

VBUS Measurement Function

[Real time display of VBUS measurement]

Model

LE-650H2

LE-650H2-A

VBUS Measurement Cycle

100ms to 1s

0.1ms to 1s

※If the USB host used for measurement is a PC supporting the operating conditions of the analyzer, the 
PC can be used for analysis purposes as well.

[ Connection Method ]

PC for analysis ※

Monitor data

LE-650H2

USB cable

USB host device

USB device or 
USB hub

OPTIONS
Test clip with harness

LE-62BG

A cable with test clip suitable to the 
external trigger I/O connector. In a set 
of 2. Length: 0.5m

5-wire probe cable

LE-5LP2

A cable with test clips suitable to the 
external trigger of 4 inputs or 4 outputs 
connector. Length: 0.5m

The built-in hardware timer of the analyzer records the time stamps at the 
packet start and end at a resolution of 16.7 ns based on the log start point as 
a reference point*1. The time stamps are displayed in the elapse time column 
and packet position bar. If the cursor points to the packet, the time stamps 
are displayed on the tool tip window as well.

*1:The time stamp count is reset to zero approx. 5 hours after the start of the log, and it continuously 
records the time stamp.

High-precision Time Stamps

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Compatible

RoHS Directive

(*1): Need to apply the serial number.
(*2): It is necessary to update the PC software in the future. For 12 months from the purchased 

date, the latest version of software is available without this licence. It is not necessary when 
using the PC software as a viewer of measured data. 

ModelProduct Name

Upgrade LE-650H2 to LE-650H2-A (*1)

Remove the lock to start measurement 
from the analyzer (*1)(*2) 

Note

H2-A Upgrading

H2 Updating License

LE-H2-A001

LE-H2-UP01
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USB2.0 Protocol Analyzer

LE-650H2
Standard Model

USB2.0 Protocol Analyzer

LE-650H2-A
Advance Model

USB
PROTOCOL
ANALYZER

USB
PROTOCOL
ANALYZER

仕様 各部の説明

USB packets are clearly displayed by transaction 

at real-time and recorded in the HDD/SSD of PC. 

It is possible to scroll data without interrupting 

the measurement.

Standard descriptors, device requests, descriptors of 

Communications/Printer class, and peculiar device 

requests of HUB/HID/Audio/Communication/Mass 

storage class are translated and displayed in detail, 

therefore the difficult-to-understand USB protocols 

can be intuitively understood.

Advance model records data for a long time with 
repeat mode and has High-speed VBUS logger mode.

VBUS Measurement Cycle: 0.1ms

Max. 40GB Recording

Standard model supports High/Full/Low 
speed and  VBUS measurement function.

VBUS Measurement Cycle: 100ms

Max. 10GB Recording

USB1.1 USB2.0USB1.1 USB2.0

USB analyzer connected to the PC for 
developing firmware and driver of 
USB products

Scroll detailed screen without interrupting measurement.

Powerful sequential triggers up to 16 sets.

Real-time filtering and display filtering.

Record USB transmission logs in the HDD/SSD.

Specif ications

*1: Bus Reset, Suspend, Disconnect are recorded under the following condition.

*2: Display a minus value when VBUS current flows from the device to the host. 
*3: Need to have a USB2.0 port, which supports High-speed transfer.

Bus Reset
Suspend
Disconnect

Note: The USB device status may not coincide with the actual bus state of the applicable device at the time of USB cable connection or 
disconnection because the D+/D- signals will be unstable.

The SEO status of D+/D- signals is detected within a range between 2.5us and 139.8ms.
A non-communication period not in the SEO status is detected for 3ms or over. 
The SEO status of D+/D- signals is detected for 139.8ms or over.

Model LE-650H2-A

HDD/SSD: Max.40GB (Can be specified every 1MB)

LE-650H2
USB2.0/1.1

HIGH (480Mbps)/ FULL (12Mbps)/ LOW (1.5Mbps) Automatically detect and run

Capture memory: 128MB

HDD/SSD: Max.10GB (Can be specified every 1MB)

Record data on the HDD/SSD of the PC (can be record multiple log files continuously.) Record USB packet 
and USB device status *1 (Bus Reset, Suspend, Disconnect, Device Chirp, Hub Chirp) along with time stamp. 

SOF, IN, OUT, SEUP, DATA0, DATA1, DATA2, ACK, NAK, STALL, PRE, PING, MDATA, SPLIT, ERR, NYET, 
Unknown.

Display communication speed per transaction in HS, FS or LS.

Record (or do not record) SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP-NAK, PING, multiple particular address/end points.

Display (or do not display) SOF, IN-NAK, OUT-NAK, SETUP-NAK, PING, multiple particular address/end points.

Particular address/end points, packet type (Token/ Hand shake packets in combination), errors (CRC/ PID), 
data packets (8byte max, Hex/Decimal/Binary or character input, with or without bit mask.) and bus state (Bus 
Reset, Suspend, Disconnect), external trigger (edge or level specification possible).

Possible to specify actions enable with log stop, and external trigger output (with or without levels or pulses) in 
sequence (up to 16 sequence).

4 external trigger input (TTL level) and 4 external trigger output (LVTTL level).
Connector: 10pin male (2.54mm pitch 961210-5604 or equivalent)

Packets can be color-coded separated.

The total number of transactions, transfer bytes, and the average transfer rate of specified data for each address/end point. 

Up to 99 marks can be set (Able to make comments on each mark)

Save log file data, export in text/CSV/binary for data payload, copy/paste via a clipboard. (Able to make 
comments on saved data.)

Specified ranges of recorded data can be printed.

USB standard A/B receptacle: 1 each

USB standard B receptacle, Connect to the analysis PC

2-colored LED, POWER/RUN, VBUS, DATA, SPEED (High:red, Full:green)

USB Bus power (current consumption: 400mA max）

In operation: 0 to 40℃   In storage: -20 to 60℃

In operation：20 to 80%RH   In storage：10 to  85%RH (No condensation)

86(W)×130(D)×30(H)mm, approx.210g

Analyzer, PC software CD, USB cable x2 (1.8m/0.9m), Instruction manual, Warranty

16.7ns for 5 hours max., then start from 0 again.

100ms - 1s (4 steps) 0.1ms – 1s (13 steps)

SOF，IN，OUT，SETUP，PING，ACK，NAK，STALL，NYET，ERR，idle status more than specified 
value, error (CRC，PID，DATA toggle sequence，transaction structure)，MassStorage (SCSI，ATAPI，
SFF-8070i)，PTP/MTP, Audio，HID，HUB，Printer，Video, Communication，USBTMC class command, 
unknown log information, specific address/end points in combination, standard request, data search 
(Hex/Decimal/Binary，character), trigger point, mark.

Standard requests, peculiar device requests to HUB/HID/Audio/Communication/MassStorage (Bulk Only 
Transport)/Printer/USBTMC class, standard descriptors, each descriptors in 
HUB/HID/Audio/Printer/USBTMC/Communication class, command of MassStorage/Bulk Only Transport (SCSI 
transparent command set, supporting SFF-8070i), Operations of MTP/PTP, Responses, events, Video class 
can be displayed in detail.

Standard

Speed

Storage 
Capacity

Analyzer

PC

Recording Method

Packets

Speed Display

Trigger

Filter
Log

Display

Condition

Action

External

Color Display Customization

Search Function

Mark/Jump function

Print function

Save

System Requirement

Measurement port

LED Indicator

Power Supply

Ambient Temperature

Ambient Humidity

Dimensions, weight

OS: Windows® XP/Vista/7/8(Japanese/English Windows®)
CPU: Recommend to use upper model than “Core 2 Duo”(Upper than  “Core i series”)
RAM: More than 1GB. USB port: USB2.0 *3

Additional Memory: HDD or SSD. 30MB plus enough capacity to record log data.

Accessories

Time Stamp

VBUS Measurement Cycle

VBUS Measurement 
Accuracy

USB2.0 port

Statistic analysis function

Detailed Display

Nomenclature
Connect to the analysis PC.

2-colored LED

Power On (green)
Measuring (red)

VBUS voltage is 
more than 4.5V 
(green)

Transmitting (green)
Suspend (orange)

High-speed (red)
Full-speed (green)
Low-speed (off)

External trigger I/O connector.
Connect to target USB devices

Voltage: range 0 to 8V, Accuracy ±1%FS
Current: range -0.9A *2 to 1A, Accuracy ±1%FS

The analyzer monitors USB transferring and displays VBUS data (Voltage, Current, 
Power consumption) in real time. An onerous probing is not necessary.

VBUS logger mode can record VBUS data at specified cycle in the PC, and 
have detailed analysis in graph and CSV format. LE-650H2-A (advance 
model) supports high-speed measurement, and able to use in the unstable 
condition such as right after 
turning on the power of USB 
device.

VBUS Measurement Function

[Real time display of VBUS measurement]

Model

LE-650H2

LE-650H2-A

VBUS Measurement Cycle

100ms to 1s

0.1ms to 1s

※If the USB host used for measurement is a PC supporting the operating conditions of the analyzer, the 
PC can be used for analysis purposes as well.

[ Connection Method ]

PC for analysis ※

Monitor data

LE-650H2

USB cable

USB host device

USB device or 
USB hub

OPTIONS
Test clip with harness

LE-62BG

A cable with test clip suitable to the 
external trigger I/O connector. In a set 
of 2. Length: 0.5m

5-wire probe cable

LE-5LP2

A cable with test clips suitable to the 
external trigger of 4 inputs or 4 outputs 
connector. Length: 0.5m

The built-in hardware timer of the analyzer records the time stamps at the 
packet start and end at a resolution of 16.7 ns based on the log start point as 
a reference point*1. The time stamps are displayed in the elapse time column 
and packet position bar. If the cursor points to the packet, the time stamps 
are displayed on the tool tip window as well.

*1:The time stamp count is reset to zero approx. 5 hours after the start of the log, and it continuously 
records the time stamp.

High-precision Time Stamps

Compatible

RoHS Directive

Compatible

RoHS Directive

(*1): Need to apply the serial number.
(*2): It is necessary to update the PC software in the future. For 12 months from the purchased 

date, the latest version of software is available without this licence. It is not necessary when 
using the PC software as a viewer of measured data. 

ModelProduct Name

Upgrade LE-650H2 to LE-650H2-A (*1)

Remove the lock to start measurement 
from the analyzer (*1)(*2) 

Note

H2-A Upgrading

H2 Updating License

LE-H2-A001

LE-H2-UP01
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LAN(Ethernet)

RS-422/485

Operator Interface
PC

NC Machine

PLC

SI-65

LAN (Ethernet)

PCBar Code Reader
SI-60F

Label Printer

CounterSI-60 SI-60

LAN  Serial conversion type
This unit is a LAN serial converter with a built-in Lantronix XPort® in its LAN (Ethernet) interface block. It has a robust metal housing, allows 35-mm 
DIN track mounting, and operates over a wide temperature range, thus ensuring ease of use for FA applications where high reliability is required.

Options
Wide input AC adapter

3A-183WP09
DIN rail mounting plate

SI-DIN70
Uses for installing 35mm DIN rail.

RS-232C cable

SI-RS259
DSUB9pin Female - DSUB25pin Male 
(Straight connection 1.8m)
Uses to connect SI-60(DCE setting) to the serial port 
of DOS/V computer. DIN rail mounting example

LAN connecter side M3 screw hole

12.5mm

12.5mm

70mm5mm

LAN  RS-232C

SI-60
LAN  RS-232C

SI-60F
LAN  RS-422/485

SI-65
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Options
DIN rail mounting plate

SI-DIN70
Uses for installing 35mm DIN rail.

RS-232C cable

SI-RS259
DSUB9pin Female - DSUB25pin Male (Straight connection 1.8m).
Uses to connect SI-55USB to the RS-232C(DSUB 
25pin, female, DCE) device.

It is put, or it is fixed using M3 screw 
hole in the bottom face.

65mm

14mm

11mm

90mm

30mm40mm

DIN rail mounting example

SI-35USBSI-55USB
USB  RS-422/485

SI-20USB
USB  RS-422USB  RS-232C

USB1.1/2.0 Full Speed compatible B type connector

TXD, RXD, PWR (Power)

RS-422/485 full/half duplex supported
5 pole terminal block(press-to-screw pitch type) 

Fitness wire :AWG24-14 (*1)

RS-232C
DSUB9pin Male (inch screw)

TXD, RXD, TXD/RXDTXD, RXD, RTS, CTS, DSR, DTR, DCD, RI

RS-422
SUB9pin Male (inch screw)

TXD, RXD, RTS, CTS

ASYNC (Asynchronous)

300bps 1Mbps(*2) 300bps 3Mbps (*3)

Data bits [ 7 or 8 ] + Parity [ Even / Odd / none ] + Stop bits [1 / 2 ]

Xon/off, RTS/CTS (*4)  (by Virtual COM Port Drivers)

No-communication state of RS-485 can be 
watched. (*5) RS-485 driver automatic control (*6)

ON/OFF of RS-485 termination registor

USB bus powered maximum 250mA

In operation:-10  55°C  In storage: 20  75°C / 10  90%RH

USB bus powered maximum 270mA USB bus powered maximum 230mA

Conversion type

USB interface

LED

Serial interface

Serial signal

Communication mode

Speed

Data Framing

Flow control

Other function

Power Supply

Temperature/Humidity

Using M3 screw hole in the bottom face, installation to a DIN rail (SI-DIN70 is used.)Mounting method

3,000VdcSignal isolation protection

PC : PC/AT compatible with USB port (DOS/V PC)   OS : Windows® 98/98SE/Me/2000/XP/Vista®/7/8, Windows Server 2003/2008System requirements (USB equipment)

USB cable (1.8m), Utility CD, instruction manual , user registration cardComposition

*1 : Single wire (0.2～2.5mm2), stranded wire (0.2～1.5mm2)  *2 : Speed is established in an application software.*3 : Speed is established in an application software. Certain speed beyond 1.2Mbps can't be established.*4 : SI-35USB uses it, when the transmit timing 
is controlled using RS-485 state monitoring system.  *5 : It is notified in CTS signal of the Virtual COM Port, when designated non-communication period was detected. By this, communication control processing in the PC side is simplified.  *6 : Only when sending, 
RS-485 driver IC can be activated.

Model

USB  Serial conversion type
This unit is an interface converter that converts a PC's USB port to an RS-232C, RS-422, or RS-485 port. A photocoupler and an isolation transformer 
electrically isolate the USB port from the conversion port, which is ideal for FA equipment and medical equipment that require high safety and 
reliability.

USB  RS-422/485

DC Plug cable

SIH-2PG
Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) - Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to the 
DC-IN terminal of SI-60F
The cable clamp attachment.

USB  RS-232C USB  RS-422

3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type

PC COM port compatible Built-in termination resistors for RXD / CTS(RS-422)

RS-485

PC

PC

PLC

USB
SI-20USB

1Km

RS-422 USB
SI-35USB

WattmeterWattmeter

WattmeterWattmeter

Inspection machine

SI-55USB

RS-232C

USB

SI-60F
LAN  RS-232C

SI-60
LAN  RS-232C

SI-65
LAN  RS-422/485

Serial signal

Communication mode speed

Flow control 

RS-485 state watch

RS-485 driver control

Conversion type

Model

LAN interface

LAN protocol

Serial interface

Initial setting, Management

Sample software

Power Supply

Environment in operation

Dimensions, Weight

Mounting method

Composition

Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)  10Base-T or 100Base-TX (Auto-Sensing)  Connector: RJ45

TCP/IP, UDP/IP, ARP, ICMP, SNMP, TFTP, Telnet, DHCP, BOOTP, HTTP, Auto IP

RS-232C
DSUB9pin Male
(inch screw)

SD, RD, RTS, CTS, DSR / DTR (*1) 
DTE type

ASYNC, 300bps 921.6kbps

Xon/Xoff, RTS/CTS

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V 
(250mA) to 25V (50mA) from DC-IN. 

Temperature: -10  50  , Humidity: 5  95%RH

Power consumption (*4)

58 88 24mm (W D H), about  170g

RS-232C
DSUB 25pin Female
(M2.6)

SD, RD, RTS, CTS, DSR / DTR (*1)

 DTE/DCE selectable

ASYNC, 300bps 230.4kbps

Xon/Xoff, RTS/CTS

Internal Web server, serial, Telnet

The transmit and receive program ( with the source code ) for Windows® 2000/NT/XP/Vista®/7 is the standard attachment.

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V to 12V 
(maximum 300mA) from 9 pin of the DSUB connector. 

65 95 24mm (W D H), about 200g

Using M3 screw hole in the bottom face, installation to a DIN rail (SI-DIN70 is required.)

AC adapter (*6), Utility CD, instruction manual , user registration card

SD, RD or SD/RD

ASYNC, 300bps 921.6kbps

Xon/Xoff

 (*2) 

 (*3) 

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V to 12V 
(maximum 300mA) from 6 pin of the terminal block.

Temperature: -10 to 50°C (*5)  , Humidity: 5 to 95%RH

65 90 24mm (W D H), about 200g

It is put, or it is fixed using M3 screw hole in the bottom face.

Interface ConverterInterface Converter

Input: AC100-240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center +  2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

USB connecter side

Converts Ethernet LAN and USB connections 
into FA-compatible RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 
connections.

*1: DSR and DTR are connected inside the unit, whose logic state can be checked with CP1 of the XPort®. *2: The unit detects a state of no data transmission of other devices for the timer period specified by the switch, and notifies CP2 of the XPort® of the state, thus 
alleviating the communication control load on the LAN. *3: The RS-485 driver IC will be instantly activated at the head of transmission data, and automatically deactivated with the lapse of the timer period specified by the switch once the end of the transmission data string 
is reached. *4: When using the included AC adapter (AC100V). *5: The operating temperature range specified will be -10°C to +40°C if a voltage of 10 VDC or over is supplied from the DSUB connector (SI-60) or the terminal block (SI-65). *6: The Japanese model is 
provided with the VFN-650B AC adapter with an input of 100 VAC. The overseas model(SI-60-E/SI-65-E/SI-60F-E) is provided with the AC adapter(3A-183WP09) with an input range of 100 to 240 VAC.

SI-60F is more Environment-friendly than 
any Conventional Model

More compact and energy-saving than any conventional model.

Accepts a wide range of DC inputs to save power.

DSUB 9-pin connector

RoHS Compatible

RoHS Compatible

RoHS Compatible RoHS Compatible

RS-422/485
6 pole terminal block
(press-to-screw pitch type) 
Fitness wire: AWG24-14/2.5mm2

SI-35USB applicationSI-55USB/SI-20USB application

M3 screw hole

65x90x22mm (WxDxH), about 200g65x95x22mm (WxDxH), about 200gDimensions, Weight

SI-35USBSI-55USB SI-20USB

RoHS Compatible SI-55USB/ SI-20USB/ SI-35USB mounting arrangementSI-60F/ SI-60/ SI-65 mounting arrangement

SI-60F/SI-60 application SI-65 application

2.8VA 4.2VA 4.9VA

Converts the USB port of PC into the RS-232C serial port. Uses the FTDI chip set and driver for virtual COM 
port. It is optimum for the connection between PC without the serial port and RS-232C equipment.

USB⇔RS-232C
Non-isolation model

LE-US232B
USB ⇔ RS-232C

LE-US232BS

LE-US232B LE-US232BS

LED for transmission/reception -

Max. 1Mbps Max. 250Kbps
1m

Environment

Model
Conversion

LED

Speed
Cable Length 10cm

OS：Windows® 98/Me/2000/XP/Vista®/7/8

USB ⇔ RS-232C

Max. 1Mbps. LED for transmission/reception Economy model. Short length.
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LAN(Ethernet)

RS-422/485

Operator Interface
PC

NC Machine

PLC

SI-65

LAN (Ethernet)

PCBar Code Reader
SI-60F

Label Printer

CounterSI-60 SI-60

LAN  Serial conversion type
This unit is a LAN serial converter with a built-in Lantronix XPort® in its LAN (Ethernet) interface block. It has a robust metal housing, allows 35-mm 
DIN track mounting, and operates over a wide temperature range, thus ensuring ease of use for FA applications where high reliability is required.

Options
Wide input AC adapter

3A-183WP09
DIN rail mounting plate

SI-DIN70
Uses for installing 35mm DIN rail.

RS-232C cable

SI-RS259
DSUB9pin Female - DSUB25pin Male 
(Straight connection 1.8m)
Uses to connect SI-60(DCE setting) to the serial port 
of DOS/V computer. DIN rail mounting example

LAN connecter side M3 screw hole

12.5mm

12.5mm

70mm5mm

LAN  RS-232C

SI-60
LAN  RS-232C

SI-60F
LAN  RS-422/485

SI-65
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Options
DIN rail mounting plate

SI-DIN70
Uses for installing 35mm DIN rail.

RS-232C cable

SI-RS259
DSUB9pin Female - DSUB25pin Male (Straight connection 1.8m).
Uses to connect SI-55USB to the RS-232C(DSUB 
25pin, female, DCE) device.

It is put, or it is fixed using M3 screw 
hole in the bottom face.

65mm

14mm

11mm

90mm

30mm40mm

DIN rail mounting example

SI-35USBSI-55USB
USB  RS-422/485

SI-20USB
USB  RS-422USB  RS-232C

USB1.1/2.0 Full Speed compatible B type connector

TXD, RXD, PWR (Power)

RS-422/485 full/half duplex supported
5 pole terminal block(press-to-screw pitch type) 

Fitness wire :AWG24-14 (*1)

RS-232C
DSUB9pin Male (inch screw)

TXD, RXD, TXD/RXDTXD, RXD, RTS, CTS, DSR, DTR, DCD, RI

RS-422
SUB9pin Male (inch screw)

TXD, RXD, RTS, CTS

ASYNC (Asynchronous)

300bps 1Mbps(*2) 300bps 3Mbps (*3)

Data bits [ 7 or 8 ] + Parity [ Even / Odd / none ] + Stop bits [1 / 2 ]

Xon/off, RTS/CTS (*4)  (by Virtual COM Port Drivers)

No-communication state of RS-485 can be 
watched. (*5) RS-485 driver automatic control (*6)

ON/OFF of RS-485 termination registor

USB bus powered maximum 250mA

In operation:-10  55°C  In storage: 20  75°C / 10  90%RH

USB bus powered maximum 270mA USB bus powered maximum 230mA

Conversion type

USB interface

LED

Serial interface

Serial signal

Communication mode

Speed

Data Framing

Flow control

Other function

Power Supply

Temperature/Humidity

Using M3 screw hole in the bottom face, installation to a DIN rail (SI-DIN70 is used.)Mounting method

3,000VdcSignal isolation protection

PC : PC/AT compatible with USB port (DOS/V PC)   OS : Windows® 98/98SE/Me/2000/XP/Vista®/7/8, Windows Server 2003/2008System requirements (USB equipment)

USB cable (1.8m), Utility CD, instruction manual , user registration cardComposition

*1 : Single wire (0.2～2.5mm2), stranded wire (0.2～1.5mm2)  *2 : Speed is established in an application software.*3 : Speed is established in an application software. Certain speed beyond 1.2Mbps can't be established.*4 : SI-35USB uses it, when the transmit timing 
is controlled using RS-485 state monitoring system.  *5 : It is notified in CTS signal of the Virtual COM Port, when designated non-communication period was detected. By this, communication control processing in the PC side is simplified.  *6 : Only when sending, 
RS-485 driver IC can be activated.

Model

USB  Serial conversion type
This unit is an interface converter that converts a PC's USB port to an RS-232C, RS-422, or RS-485 port. A photocoupler and an isolation transformer 
electrically isolate the USB port from the conversion port, which is ideal for FA equipment and medical equipment that require high safety and 
reliability.

USB  RS-422/485

DC Plug cable

SIH-2PG
Plug: 2.1mm (5.5mm outside) - Y terminal (1.8m)
For the external DC power supply connection to the 
DC-IN terminal of SI-60F
The cable clamp attachment.

USB  RS-232C USB  RS-422

3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type3000V High-voltage Resistant Isolation Type

PC COM port compatible Built-in termination resistors for RXD / CTS(RS-422)

RS-485

PC

PC

PLC

USB
SI-20USB

1Km

RS-422 USB
SI-35USB

WattmeterWattmeter

WattmeterWattmeter

Inspection machine

SI-55USB

RS-232C

USB

SI-60F
LAN  RS-232C

SI-60
LAN  RS-232C

SI-65
LAN  RS-422/485

Serial signal

Communication mode speed

Flow control 

RS-485 state watch

RS-485 driver control

Conversion type

Model

LAN interface

LAN protocol

Serial interface

Initial setting, Management

Sample software

Power Supply

Environment in operation

Dimensions, Weight

Mounting method

Composition

Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)  10Base-T or 100Base-TX (Auto-Sensing)  Connector: RJ45

TCP/IP, UDP/IP, ARP, ICMP, SNMP, TFTP, Telnet, DHCP, BOOTP, HTTP, Auto IP

RS-232C
DSUB9pin Male
(inch screw)

SD, RD, RTS, CTS, DSR / DTR (*1) 
DTE type

ASYNC, 300bps 921.6kbps

Xon/Xoff, RTS/CTS

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V 
(250mA) to 25V (50mA) from DC-IN. 

Temperature: -10  50  , Humidity: 5  95%RH

Power consumption (*4)

58 88 24mm (W D H), about  170g

RS-232C
DSUB 25pin Female
(M2.6)

SD, RD, RTS, CTS, DSR / DTR (*1)

 DTE/DCE selectable

ASYNC, 300bps 230.4kbps

Xon/Xoff, RTS/CTS

Internal Web server, serial, Telnet

The transmit and receive program ( with the source code ) for Windows® 2000/NT/XP/Vista®/7 is the standard attachment.

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V to 12V 
(maximum 300mA) from 9 pin of the DSUB connector. 

65 95 24mm (W D H), about 200g

Using M3 screw hole in the bottom face, installation to a DIN rail (SI-DIN70 is required.)

AC adapter (*6), Utility CD, instruction manual , user registration card

SD, RD or SD/RD

ASYNC, 300bps 921.6kbps

Xon/Xoff

 (*2) 

 (*3) 

Use the included AC adapter, or supplies DC 5V to 12V 
(maximum 300mA) from 6 pin of the terminal block.

Temperature: -10 to 50°C (*5)  , Humidity: 5 to 95%RH

65 90 24mm (W D H), about 200g

It is put, or it is fixed using M3 screw hole in the bottom face.

Interface ConverterInterface Converter

Input: AC100-240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC9V, 2A
Plug: center +  2.1mm (5.5mm outside)

USB connecter side

Converts Ethernet LAN and USB connections 
into FA-compatible RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 
connections.

*1: DSR and DTR are connected inside the unit, whose logic state can be checked with CP1 of the XPort®. *2: The unit detects a state of no data transmission of other devices for the timer period specified by the switch, and notifies CP2 of the XPort® of the state, thus 
alleviating the communication control load on the LAN. *3: The RS-485 driver IC will be instantly activated at the head of transmission data, and automatically deactivated with the lapse of the timer period specified by the switch once the end of the transmission data string 
is reached. *4: When using the included AC adapter (AC100V). *5: The operating temperature range specified will be -10°C to +40°C if a voltage of 10 VDC or over is supplied from the DSUB connector (SI-60) or the terminal block (SI-65). *6: The Japanese model is 
provided with the VFN-650B AC adapter with an input of 100 VAC. The overseas model(SI-60-E/SI-65-E/SI-60F-E) is provided with the AC adapter(3A-183WP09) with an input range of 100 to 240 VAC.

SI-60F is more Environment-friendly than 
any Conventional Model

More compact and energy-saving than any conventional model.

Accepts a wide range of DC inputs to save power.

DSUB 9-pin connector

RoHS Compatible

RoHS Compatible

RoHS Compatible RoHS Compatible

RS-422/485
6 pole terminal block
(press-to-screw pitch type) 
Fitness wire: AWG24-14/2.5mm2

SI-35USB applicationSI-55USB/SI-20USB application

M3 screw hole

65x90x22mm (WxDxH), about 200g65x95x22mm (WxDxH), about 200gDimensions, Weight

SI-35USBSI-55USB SI-20USB

RoHS Compatible SI-55USB/ SI-20USB/ SI-35USB mounting arrangementSI-60F/ SI-60/ SI-65 mounting arrangement

SI-60F/SI-60 application SI-65 application

2.8VA 4.2VA 4.9VA

Converts the USB port of PC into the RS-232C serial port. Uses the FTDI chip set and driver for virtual COM 
port. It is optimum for the connection between PC without the serial port and RS-232C equipment.

USB⇔RS-232C
Non-isolation model

LE-US232B
USB ⇔ RS-232C

LE-US232BS

LE-US232B LE-US232BS

LED for transmission/reception -

Max. 1Mbps Max. 250Kbps
1m

Environment

Model
Conversion

LED

Speed
Cable Length 10cm

OS：Windows® 98/Me/2000/XP/Vista®/7/8

USB ⇔ RS-232C

Max. 1Mbps. LED for transmission/reception Economy model. Short length.
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LE-8200
MULTI PROTOCOL ANALYZER

Wide Color LCD

Mega Speed Measurement

Giga Byte Long Time Record

INTERFACE CONVERTER

Small, Low Power Consumption

Usable Over Wide Range of Temperature

Optimum for Factories Automation

Printed in Japan

If you need each product catalog, please contact us.

See more information in the Web page

http://www.lineeye.com

Environmental ActivitiesEnvironmental ActivitiesEnvironmental Activities
To conserve the global environment, LINEEYE CO., LTD. is focusing its effort on reducing 
environmental impact.
ISO 14001(Year 2004)Certification Registration in May 31, 2005.

For you to use the products for a long period of time, we provide a repair service and product parts supply.

M-13701E/LE G

LINEEYE compact analyzers support the development, 
testing and maintenance of communications equipment 
and information systems.

LINEEYE interface converters convert LAN to Serial 
and USB to Serial interfaces at low cost.

LINE EYE CO., LTD.

2013-20142013-20142013-20142013-20142013-2014

[ Technical Support ]
 We will answer your questions via e-mail, FAX or TEL. Also, we put FAQ in our web page. 

QR-00337
ER-00094

* LINEEYE CO., LTD. is a venture company founded by 
electronic equipment development members of the former 
Sekisui Chemical Co., Ltd. with investment from the Sekisui 
Venture Fund. 

LINEEYE CO., LTD.
Head Office/Sales Office
 Marufuku Bldg, 4F, 39-1 Karahashi Nishihiragaki-cho, Minami-ku, Kyoto, 601-8468
 PHONE: 81-75-693-0161  FAX:81-75-693-0163

URL  http://www.lineeye.com
E-mail : info@lineeye.co.jp

• All brand names and product names mentioned in this catalog are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
• Specifications and designs of products listed in this catalog are as of April,2013, and are subject to change without notice for improvement. 
• Colors of actual products may differ slightly from that listed due to printing condition.
• This catalog may not be reprinted or duplicated, in part or in whole.
©2013 by LINEEYE CO., LTD.
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